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Abstract 
 

We define a formal model for concurrent systems named Flow. The goal of this 
formal model is to be both practical in allowing users to build the types of concurrent 
systems they want to build in real life and practical in allowing users to quickly prove 
correctness properties about the systems they build. 

We define the model formally as the asynchronous product of extended state 
automata. Extended state automata and their asynchronous products are used to define 
other modeling languages as well, such as the state space exploration verification tool 
SPIN [11, 12]. Thus an offshoot of our formal definition is that we see it would not be 
difficult to use automated verification tools to verify Flow model properties. 

Using the formal definition, we show a set of theorems that users will be able to reuse 
to prove correctness properties about Flow models. One category of theorems deals with 
showing and constructing Flow models for which all executions are guaranteed to be 
finite. Another category of theorems deals with showing or constructing Flow models for 
which all executions from a start state are guaranteed to have the same end state. This is 
useful because it allows users to know how all concurrent executions from a start state 
terminate by looking at just one execution. Another category of theorems deals with 
dividing complex Flow models into smaller sub-models, and showing the properties of 
the full model by showing the properties of the sub-models, allowing for a divide and 
conquer strategy to be used with Flow model proofs. The last category deals with using 
Hoare triples [10] to prove properties about all executions from a set of possible start 
states as characterized by some pre-condition by proving properties about a set of 
representative executions from those start states. In the best case, we can use a 
combination of these techniques to show that all executions of a Flow model with start 
states that satisfy some pre-condition have end states that satisfy some post-condition by 
considering just one feasible execution of the model. 
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1. Introduction And Related Work 
 

We define a formal model for concurrent systems named Flow. The goal of this 
model is to be both practical in allowing users to describe concurrent systems they want 
to build in real life and practical in allowing users to prove useful correctness properties 
about the concurrent systems they build. 

We begin by defining the model formally as the asynchronous product of extended 
state automata. Extended state automata and their asynchronous products are used to 
define other modeling languages as well, such as the state space exploration verification 
tool SPIN [11, 12]. Thus an offshoot of our formal definition is that we see it would not 
be difficult to use automated verification tools to verify Flow model properties. 

Using the formal definition, we show a set of theorems that users will be able to reuse 
to prove correctness properties about Flow models. One category of theorems deals with 
showing and constructing Flow models for which all executions are guaranteed to be 
finite. Another category of theorems deals with showing or constructing Flow models for 
which all executions from a start state are guaranteed to have the same end state. This is 
useful because it allows users to know how all concurrent executions from a start state 
terminate by looking at just one execution. Another category of theorems deals with 
dividing complex Flow models into smaller sub-models, and showing the properties of 
the full model by showing the properties of the sub-models, allowing for a divide and 
conquer strategy to be used with Flow model proofs. The last category deals with using 
Hoare triples [10] to prove properties about all executions from a set of possible start 
states as characterized by some pre-condition by proving properties about a set of 
representative executions from those start states. In the best case, we can use a 
combination of these techniques to show that all executions of a Flow model with start 
states that satisfy some pre-condition have end states that satisfy some post-condition by 
considering just one feasible execution of the model. 

One can compare our model to the formal asynchronous network model used to study 
distributed computing [1, 5, 9 16], which it has a superficial similarity to. Both involves 
processing units that coordinate via communication channels. The most important 
differences are the underlying assumptions that govern how the two models execute. In 
the asynchronous network model, each processing unit can initiate action independently. 
In the Flow model, each processing unit can only execute in response to one or more 
messages sent to it on its communication channels. This enables us to prove some 
properties about Flow models that asynchronous network models do not have. Another 
important difference is that in asynchronous networks, the actions that transform the state 
of processors and the actions that send messages and receive messages are each an atomic 
unit of execution. In Flow models, the entire action which involves receiving messages, 
changing the state of the processor and sending out messages is one atomic unit of 
execution. This also allows us to prove certain properties about Flow model executions 
that asynchronous network models do not have.  

One can also compare our model to an event web [2, 3], which is a practical 
implementation with many features added that is useful as enterprise and crisis 
management systems. Flow models are simpler to reason with because they do not have 
features such as timeouts and prioritized events, which event webs need to function as 
enterprise systems. In contrast, Flow is meant to be used as a modeling tool for 
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concurrent systems that facilitates correctness proofs. Indeed, one can use a Flow model 
to model an event web and take advantage of many of the theorems proved here to reason 
about the behavior of an event web. 

Lastly, one can compare a Flow model to the flow network pattern [15, 18, 20] after 
which it is named. The flow network pattern, and a family of related patterns such as the 
pipeline pattern, are informal recipes which are used often to organize concurrent 
computation in real programs. Indeed, Flow models can be seen as a formalization of 
these patterns which allows us to prove why these patterns are useful for simplifying 
concurrent computation. Having a formal definition also allows us to precisely state what 
one can and cannot do with these patterns, and generalize on the properties that make 
these patterns effective to build models that are not traditionally allowed by these patterns, 
such as networks of processors that include cycles. 
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2. Flow Models 
 
2.1 Formal Definition Of Flow Models 
 

We begin by defining a data object. Intuitively, a data object is simply anything that 
has a well defined set of possible states and can be distinguished from other data objects. 
For example, an integer variable in a traditional programming language such as C can be 
considered a data object. We reuse modified versions of many of the definitions of 
extended state automata used to defined the automated verification tool SPIN. [11, 12] 
 
 
Definition 2.1.1. A data object O  is a tuple },{ Vid  with an integer id and domain V  a 
set of values. Two data objects with the same id  are considered to be the same object and 
thus must have the same domain. 
 
Definition 2.1.2. Specifying a state for a data object O  means specifying a value from its 
domain. Two data objects have the same state if they are specified to have the same value. 
 
 

We define some special types of data objects used in Flow models. Intuitively, an in-
channel is a communications queue of events that components of Flow models use to 
communicate with each-other. An out-channel is a stub that is used to specify which in-
channels a Flow model component can add events to. 
 
 
Definition 2.1.3. A Flow model out-channel is a data object with an empty domain.  
 
Definition 2.1.4. A Flow model in-channel is a data object that represents a queue 
containing a finite number of events. An event is a value from some domain of values. A 
state of an in-channel specifies the order of events in the in-channel and the value of each 
event. Any such specification also constitutes a state for the in-channel. We use C  to 
denote an in-channel. We use neee ...21  to denote the state of an in-channel where 1e  is the 
event value at the head of the queue and ne  is the event value at the tail.  
 
 

Actions manipulate the states of a set of data objects. An action consists of a guard 
and an effect. Intuitively, a guard checks the states of objects in the set to see whether the 
action should execute. If the guard evaluates to true, then the effect evaluates to states for 
objects in the set.  
 
 
Definition 2.1.5. A guard on a finite set of data objects },...,,{ 21 nOOOD =  is a total 
function },{...: 21 falsetrueVVVg n →×××  where iV  is the domain of iO . 
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Definition 2.1.6. An effect on a finite set of data objects },...,,{ 21 nOOOD =  is a partial 
function nn VVVVVVf ×××→××× ......: 2121  where iV  is the domain of iO . 
 
Definition 2.1.7. An action on a finite set of data objects },...,,{ 21 nOOOD =  consists of 
two parts: a guard and an effect on the set, with the assumption that if the guard evaluates 
to true on a set of values for the data objects, then the effect is defined on the set of 
values. We use a  to denote an action. 
 
 

An extended state automaton is a collection of data objects and the actions that 
manipulate them. Extended state automatons are used to define event producer consumers 
in Flow models, which is the construct by which data objects and actions are organized in 
Flow models. We do not define a starting state or finishing states for extended state 
automatons. This is because we do not use these constructs in our definition of Flow 
models.  
 

 
Definition 2.1.8. An extended state automaton is a tuple },,,{ TLDS  with S  a set of 
states, D  a set of data objects, L  a set of actions on objects in D , and SLST ××⊆ , 
called the transition relation.  
 
Definition 2.1.9. Specifying a state for an extended state automaton means specifying a 
state for each of the data objects in D  and a state from S . 
 
 

We now describe what we mean by a Flow model, which is simply a collection of 
event producer consumers (EPCs) and connections between their in-channels and out-
channels.  

Intuitively, an EPC, which we will map to an extended state automaton, consists of 
the data objects that represent its internal state, the in-channels that it can read from and 
out-channels it can write to. The actions of an EPC are predicated upon the internal state 
and in-channels that belong to the EPC and manipulate the internal state of the EPC and 
write events to the out-channels of the EPC. 

Intuitively, a connection between the out-channel of one EPC and the in-channel of 
another means that all events written to the out-channel of the first EPC is added to the 
in-channel of the second EPC. 
 
 
Definition 2.1.10. A Flow model is a set of event producer consumers as defined in 
2.1.11 and a set of connections as defined in 2.1.15 satisfying the constraint that no data 
object, in-channel, or out-channel belongs to more than one event producer consumer as 
defined in 2.1.11. We use F  to denote a Flow model. 
 
Definition 2.1.11. An event producer consumer (EPC) is a tuple },,,{ LICOCD  with D  
a finite set of data objects not including in-channels and out-channels, OC  a set of out-
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channels, IC  a set of in-channels, and L  a set of Flow actions as defined in 2.1.16. All 
the data objects of D , out-channels of OC , in-channels of IC , and actions of L  are said 
to belong to the EPC. We use M  to denote an EPC. 
 
Definition 2.1.12. Specifying an internal state for an EPC means specifying a state for 
each of the data objects in D . 
 
Definition 2.1.13. Specifying a local state for an EPC means specifying a state for each 
of the data objects in D  and each of the in-channels in IC . 
 
Definition 2.1.14. Specifying a state for a Flow model means specifying a local state for 
each of the EPCs in the model. 
 
Definition 2.1.15. A Flow model connection is an ordered pair ),( 21 OO  where 1O  is an 
out-channel belonging to an EPC in the model and 2O  is an in-channel belonging to an 
EPC in the model. We say that out-channel 1O  and in-channel 2O  are connected in this 
case. 
 
Definition 2.1.16. A Flow action a  of an EPC M consists of a guard and an effect. The 
guard is a total function },{...: 21 falsetrueVVVg n →×××  where nVVV ,...,, 21  consists of 
the domains of each data object in D  and the domains of a fixed number of in-channels 

mCCC ,...,, 21  in IC . The guard must satisfy the following conditions: 
1. Given a value in the domain of the guard of a , which consists of a value for each 

data objects in D  and a value for each in-channel mCCC ,...,, 21 , if the value of 
any of the in-channels mCCC ,...,, 21  is such that the in-channel is empty, then the 
guard must evaluate to false; and 

2. given two values 1v  and 2v  in the domain of the guard of a , if none of the in-
channels mCCC ,...,, 21  are empty in 1v , and none of them are empty in 2v , and 
the event at the head of iC  in 1v  has the same value as the event at the head of iC  
in 2v  for each in-channel mCCC ,...,, 21 , and the value of any data object in D  is 
the same in 1v  and 2v , then the guard evaluates to true on 1v  if and only if it 
evaluates to true on 2v . 

The effect is a partial function xVVVVVVf nn ×××→××× ......: 2121 {sequence of 
outputs on out-channels of OC }. Note that the domain of f  and g  are the same, and 
consists of the domains of all the data objects in D  and the domains of mCCC ,...,, 21 . It 
is assumed that if the guard evaluates to true on a value in its domain, then the effect is 
defined on that value. The sequence of outputs on out-channels of OC  is a totally 
ordered finite sequence ),(),...,,(),,( 2211 pp eOeOeO  of ordered pairs where iO  is any 
out-channel in OC  and ie  is the value of an event, and is taken to mean that each event is 
written to its associated out-channel in the order they appear in the sequence. The effect 
must satisfy the following conditions: 
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1. Given a value v  in the domain of the guard of a  and thus in the domain of the 
effect of a , if the guard of a  is true when evaluated on v , and 'v  is the result of 
evaluating the effect of a  on v , then for any in-channel in IC  that is one of the 
in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 , if its value in v  is peee ,...,, 21  where it must be the case 

1≥p  since the guard of a  evaluates to true, then its value in 'v  must be pee ,...,2 ; 
and 

2. given two values 1v  and 2v  in the domain of the guard of a , if the guard of a  is 
true when evaluated on 1v  and 2v , and '1v  and '2v  are the results of evaluating 
the effect of a  on 1v  and 2v  respectively, and the event at the head of iC  in 1v  
has the same value as the event at the head of iC  in 2v  for each in-channel 

nCCC ,...,, 21 , and the value of all data objects in D  are the same in 1v  and 2v , 
then: 

a. The value of any data object in D  is the same in '1v  and '2v ; and 
b. the sequence of outputs on out-channels of OC  in '1v  and '2v  are the 

same. 
 
Definition 2.1.17. Specifying a control state for an action a  belonging to an EPC M  
means specifying the internal state of M  and the giving the values of the events at the 
heads of the in-channels belonging to M  that it is predicated on. 
 
 

We now describe what is a valid execution of the asynchronous product of extended 
state automaton in general. Intuitively, the asynchronous product of two extended state 
automata is another extended automaton consisting of all the data objects and actions of 
the two component automata. We can then reduce the extended automata that is the 
asynchronous product to a pure state automaton the execution of which is precisely 
defined. We will then treat a Flow model as the asynchronous product of extended state 
automaton in order to define its execution. 
 
 
Definition 2.1.18. The asynchronous product of the extended automata 

},,,{ 11111 TLDSM =  and },,,{ 22222 TLDSM =  is another extended automaton 
},,,{ TLDSM =  such that 21 SSS ×= , 21 DDD ∪= , 21 LLL ∪= , SLST ××⊆ , and 

))',,(())',,((:))','(,),,(( 222211112121 TsasLaTsasLaTssass ∈∧∈∨∈∧∈∈∀ . 
 
Definition 2.1.19. A pure state automaton is a tuple },{ TS  with S  a set of states, and 

SLST ××⊆  a set of labeled transitions where L  is a set of labels.  
 
Definition 2.1.20. Specifying a state for a pure state automaton means specifying a state 
from S .  
 
Algorithm 2.1.21. To reduce an extended state automaton }',',','{ TLDS  to a pure state 
automaton: 
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1. Form a set of states for the pure state automaton by taking the cross product of 
states of the extended state automaton with the domains of each of its data objects 

...' 21 xxVVS × . Note that each such state ,...),,( 21 vvs  gives a set of values ,...),( 21 vv  
for all the data objects so that the guard of any action can be evaluated on the state 
and if true, the effect can be evaluated on the state; and 

2. between all pairs of such states ,...),,( 21 vvs  and ,...)',','( 21 vvs , create a transition  
labeled a  if and only if there is a transition )',,( sas  in the extended state 
automaton, and the guard of action a  evaluates to true on ,...),( 21 vv , and the 
result of evaluating the effect of a  on ,...),( 21 vv  is ,...)','( 21 vv .  

 
Definition 2.1.22. An execution fragment of an extended state automaton is a sequence 

...22110 sasas  where is  is a state in its pure state automaton reduction and ia  is the label 
of a transition from is  to 1+is  in the reduction. We call 0s  the start state. If the execution 
fragment is finite, we call the last state the end state. If the execution fragment is finite 
and contains exactly n  actions, then we say that n  is the length of the execution 
fragment. Otherwise we say the length of the execution fragment is infinite. 
 
Definition 2.1.23. A finite execution fragment nssasas ...22110  of an extended state 
automaton is fair if and only if there are no transitions out of ns . An infinite execution 
fragment ...22110 sasas  is fair if there is no action whose guard evaluates to true on 

,..., 1+kk ss  for some 0≥k  and is not one of the actions ,..., 21 ++ kk aa . 
 
Definition 2.1.24. An execution ...22110 sasas  of an extended state automaton is any fair 
execution fragment of the automaton.  
 
Definition 2.1.25. The trace of an execution fragment ...22110 sasas  is ...21aa , the 
sequence of actions that appear in the execution fragment. 
 
Definition 2.1.26. The prefix of an execution fragment ...22110 sasas  is another execution 
fragment ...22110 sasas  with the same sequence of states and actions whose length is less 
than or equal to the length of the original fragment. 
 
 

We now interpret a Flow model as the asynchronous product of extended state 
automaton and define its execution as the execution of the extended state automaton. We 
first translate EPCs of the automaton into extended finite state automaton. Then we take 
the asynchronous product of the extended finite state automaton and say that the valid 
executions of the Flow model are exactly the valid executions of the asynchronous 
product. 
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Algorithm 2.1.27. To reduce an EPC },,,{ LICOCDM =  in a Flow model F  to an 
extended state automaton }',',','{ TLDS : 

1. Take 'S  to contain exactly one state s ; and 
2. take ∪∪∪= ICOCDD' {in-channels of EPCs in F  such that there is a 

connection in F  between an out-channel in OC  and the in-channel}; and 
3. For each action a  in L , derive an action 'a  in 'L  as follows. Given a set of 

values 'v  for data objects in 'D  , which is a value in the domain of 'a ’s guard and 
effect, that implies a value v  in the domain of a ’s guard and effect since it 
specifies a value of all the in-channels and data objects that belong to M . Let '*v  
be the result of evaluating 'a ’s effect on 'v  and *v  be the result of evaluating 
a ’s effect on v  if they exist. 

a. 'a ’s guard evaluates to true on 'v   if and only if a ’s guard evaluates to 
true on v . Thus the guard of 'a  is well defined. 

b. If 'a ’s guard evaluates to true on 'v  and thus a ’s guard evaluates to true 
on v , then '*v  and *v  exist. For each data object that is neither an in-
channel nor out-channel, the value of that data object in '*v  is identical to 
its value in *v . For an in-channel C  in 'D  that is not one of the in-
channels that a  is predicated on, if its value in 'v  is peee ,...,, 21  where 

0≥p , then its value in '*v  is rppp eeeee ++ ,...,,,...,, 121 , where rpp ee ++ ,...,1  
are the events in order of appearance in the subsequence of 

),(),...,,(),,( 2211 pp eOeOeO  in *v  containing all those ordered pairs for 
which there is a connection between the out-channel of the order pair and 
C . For an in-channel C  in 'D  that is one of the in-channels that a  is 
predicated on, if its value in 'v  is peee ,...,, 21  where 1≥p , then its value 
in '*v  is rppp eeee ++ ,...,,,..., 12 , where rpp ee ++ ,...,1  are events in order of 
appearance in the subsequence of ),(),...,,(),,( 2211 pp eOeOeO  in *v  
containing all those ordered pairs for which there is a connection between 
the out-channel of the order pair and C . Thus the effect of 'a  is well 
defined. 

4. Let there be a transition ),',( sas  in 'T  if and only if 'a  is an action in 'L . 
 

Definition 2.1.28. An execution fragment ...22110 sasas  of a Flow model F  is an 
execution fragment of the asynchronous product of the extended state automaton 
reductions of all the EPCs of F . 
 
Definition 2.1.29. An execution ...22110 sasas  of a Flow model F  is an execution of the 
asynchronous product of the extended state automaton reductions of all the EPCs of F . 
 

 
Note that a state of the pure state automaton reduction of the extended state 

automaton reduction of F  implies a state of Flow model F  since it gives the value for 
all the data objects belonging to EPCs of F . Also, vice versa, the state of Flow model F  
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implies a state of the pure state automaton reduction of the extended state automaton 
reduction of F . From now on, both can be meant when we say the state of F .  

Note that a state of F  implies a local state for each EPC in F , an internal state for 
each EPC in F , and a control state for each action in F . To refer to the local state of an 
EPC in F  implied by a state s  of F , we say the local state of the EPC in s , and 
similarly for internal and control states. 

We say that an action is enabled in a state of F  if there is a transition out of that 
state labeled with the action in the pure state automaton reduction of the extended state 
automaton reduction of F . We say state is  is the result of executing ia  in 1−is  if there is 
a transition ),,( 1 iii sas −  in the pure state automaton reduction of F . 

Note that by the way we defined Flow actions and the way we translate them to 
actions of extended state automaton, several properties are true by definition which we 
explicitly state for convenience and reuse. 
 
 
Lemma 2.1.30. For an EPC M  in a Flow model F , and an action a  belonging to M , it 
must be the case that the guard of a  is predicated on the heads of a fixed finite set of in-
channels belonging to M  and the internal state of M . Specifically, associated with each 
action a  must be a fixed finite set of in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  belonging to M  such that: 

1. Given a state of F , if the value of any of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  is such 
that the in-channel is empty in the state, then the action must not be enabled in the 
state; and 

2. Given two states 1s  and 2s  of F , if none of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  are 
empty in 1s , and none of them are empty in 2s , and the event at the head of iC  in 

1s  has the same value as the event at the head of iC  in 2s  for each in-channel 

nCCC ,...,, 21 , and the internal state of M is the same in 1s  and 2s  (this is the 
same as saying the control state of a  is the same in 1s  and 2s ), then a  is enabled 
in 1s  if and only if it is enabled in 2s . 

Furthermore it must be the case that a  is a function of the control state of a . Precisely: 
3. Given a state s  of F , if a  is enabled in s , and 's  is the result of executing a  in 

s , then: 
a. For any in-channel not connected to an out-channel belonging to M  and 

is not one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 , the value of the in-channel 
must be the same in s  and 's ; and 

b. for any in-channel that is not connected to an out-channel belonging to M  
and is one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 , if its value in s  is peee ,...,, 21  
where it must be the case 1≥p  since a  is enabled in s , then its value in 

's  must be pee ,...,2 ; and 
c. for any in-channel that is connected to an out-channel belonging to M  but 

is not one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 , if its value in s  is peee ,...,, 21 , 
then its value in 's  must be rppp eeeee ++ ,...,,,...,, 121 , where 0, ≥rp ; and 
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d. for any in-channel that is connected to an out-channel belonging to M  
and is one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 , if its value in s  is peee ,...,, 21  
where it must be the case 1≥p  since a  is enabled in s , then its value in 

's  must be rppp eeee ++ ,...,,,..., 12 , where 0≥r . 
4. Given two states 1s  and 2s  of F , if a  enabled in both states, and '1s  and '2s  are 

the results of executing a  in 1s  and 2s  respectively, and the control state of a  is 
the same in 1s  and 2s , then: 

a. The internal state of M  is the same in '1s  and '2s ; and 
b. if  iC  and jC  are two in-channels such that iC  is connected to an out-

channel of M  if and only if jC  is connected to that out-channel, and 
neither iC  nor jC  are one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 , then we have 
that if the value of iC  is peee ,...,, 21  in 1s  and rppp eeeee ++ ,...,,,...,, 121  in 

'1s  where 0, ≥rp , and the value of jC  is ',...,',' 21 qeee  in 2s  where 
0≥q , then the value of jC  in '2s  is rppq eeeee ++ ,...,,',...,',' 121 ; and 

c. if  iC  and jC  are two in-channels such that iC  is connected to an out-
channel of M  if and only if jC  is connected to that out-channel, and both 

iC  and jC  are among the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 , then we have that if 
the value of iC  is peee ,...,, 21  in 1s  where it must be the case 1≥p  since 
a  is enabled in 1s  and rppp eeee ++ ,...,,,..., 12  in '1s  where 0≥r , and the 
value of jC  is ',...,',' 21 qeee  in 2s  where 1≥q  since a  must be enabled in 

2s , then the value of jC  in '2s  is rppq eeee ++ ,...,,',...,' 12 ; and 
d. if  iC  and jC  are two in-channels such that iC  is connected to an out-

channel of M  if and only if jC  is connected to that out-channel, and iC  
is one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  but jC  is not, then we have that the 
value of iC  is peee ,...,, 21  in 1s  where it must be the case 1≥p  since a  is 
enabled in 1s  and rppp eeee ++ ,...,,,..., 12  in '1s  where 0≥r  if and only if 
the value of jC  is ',...,',' 21 qeee  in 2s  where 0≥q  and the value of jC  in 

'2s  is rppq eeeee ++ ,...,,',...,',' 121 . 
 
Proof: 

True by the definition of Flow actions and their translation into actions of extended 
state automaton. ■ 
 
 
Lemma 2.1.31. For an EPC M  and an action a  of M , and another EPC 'M  possibly 
the same as M , and Flow models 1F  and 2F  possibly the same Flow model each 
containing both M  and 'M , and in-channel 1C  of 1F  and in-channel 2C  of 2F  attached 
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to the same out-channels of M  such that either both are in-channels that a  is predicated 
on or both are not, and state 1s  of 1F  and 2s  of 2F  in which a  is enabled, and state '1s  
of 1F  and '2s  of 2F  which are the states resulting from executing a  in 1s  and 2s  
respectively, if the control state of a  is the same in 1s  and 2s , and the internal state of 

'M  is identical in 1s  and 2s , then the internal state of 'M  is identical in '1s  and '2s . If 
the control state of a  is identical in 1s  and 2s , and the state of 1C  in 1s  is identical to the 
state of 2C  in 2s , then the state of 1C  in '1s  is identical to the state of 2C  in '2s . Lastly, 
if the control state of a  is identical in 1s  and 2s , a  executed in 1s  removes and adds the 
same events in the same sequence to 1C  as a  executed in 2s  removes and adds to 2C .  
 
Proof: 

True by the definition of Flow actions and their translation into actions of extended 
state automaton. ■ 
 
 
Corollary 2.1.32. For a Flow model F , an action a  of F  enabled in two states 1s  and 

2s  of F , and '1s  and '2s  the states of F  resulting from executing a  in 1s  and 2s  
respectively, if the control state of a  is the same in 1s  and 2s , and the internal state of an 
EPC or the state of an in-channel is the same in 1s  and 2s , then the internal state of that 
EPC or the state of that in-channel is the same in '1s  and '2s . 
 
Proof: 

True by 2.1.31. ■ 
 
 
 
2.2 Fundamental Flow Model Properties And Constructs 
 

We introduce some useful constructs and lemmas to use when reasoning about Flow 
models. We use the concept of concatenation of execution fragments to find executions 
of a Flow model later on. 

 
 
Lemma 2.2.1. For a Flow model F  with execution fragments nssasX ...1101 =  and 

...112 ++= nnn sasX , where 1X  is finite and the end state of 1X  is identical to the start state 
of 2X , the concatenation ...... 1111021 ++=• nnn sassasXX  of 1X  and 2X  is another 
execution fragment of F .  
 
Proof: 
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By the definition of execution fragments, in 21 XX • , every action ia  is enabled in 

1−is  and is  is the result of executing ia  in 1−is  because this is true for 1X  and 2X  
separately. So 21 XX •  is an execution fragment. ■ 
 
 

Later on, we describe ways to reason about Flow models by dividing them into pieces 
called sub-models. Intuitively, a sub-model is simply a subset of the EPCs in the full 
model and all the connections between them that appear in the full model. A state of the 
full model projected onto a sub-model consists of removing the states of the EPCs and in-
channels not in the sub-model. An execution of the full model projected onto a sub-model 
consists of removing all the actions that do not belong to EPCs in the sub-model. 
 
 
Definition 2.2.2. For a Flow model F , the Flow model 'F  is a sub-model of F  and 
induced from a set of EPCs 'V  if and only if 'V  is a subset of the EPCs in F , and 'F  
consists of EPC M  of F  if and only if 'VM ∈ , and 'F  contains a connection between 
an out-channel of '1 VM ∈  and an in-channel of '2 VM ∈  if and only if there is such a 
connection in F . Note that sub-models are Flow models since they satisfy the definition 
of a Flow model. 
 
Definition 2.2.3. For a Flow model F  and a sub-model 'F  of F  induced from 'V , the 
projection of state s  of F  onto 'F  is a state 's  of 'F  such that the local state of each 
EPC in 's  is identical to its corresponding local state in s .  
 
Definition 2.2.4. For a Flow model F  and a sub-model 'F  of F  induced from 'V , the 
projection of execution ...110 sasX =  of F  onto 'F  is an execution '...''' 110 sasX =  such 
that '0s  is the projection onto 'F  of the state immediately preceding the first action 
belonging to an EPC in 'V  to appear in X , 'ia  is the thi  action belonging to an EPC in 

'V  to appear in X , and is  is the projection onto 'F  of the state immediately following 
the thi  action belonging to an EPC in 'V  that appears in X .  
 
 

Note that the projection of execution X  of F  onto 'F  is not necessarily a legal 
execution of 'F . 
 
 
Lemma 2.2.5. For a Flow model F  and a sub-model 'F  of F , if 's  is a state of 'F , a  
is an action of an EPC M  of 'F , and a state s  of  F  projected onto 'F  equals 's , then 
a  is enabled in s  if and only if it is enabled in 's . Suppose a  is enabled in 's  and s , let 
'*s  and *s  be the states resulting from executing a  in 's  and s  respectively. Then the 

projection of *s  onto 'F  equals '*s .  
 
Proof: 
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By the definition of state projection, since the state of M  and M ’s in-channels are 
identical in s  and 's , and by the definition of Flow models, since a  can only be 
predicated on these states, a  is enabled in s  if and only if it is enabled in 's .  

Since a  is enabled in s  and 's , and the state of M  and M ’s in-channels are 
identical in s  and 's , the control state of a  is the same in s  and 's . By the definition of 
projection, all the in-channels belonging to EPCs of 'F  are connected to the same out-
channels of M  as the corresponding EPCs of F  and the internal state of all EPCs of 'F  
and their in-channels are the same in s  and 's . By lemma 2.1.31, the internal states of all 
EPCs of 'F  and the states of their in-channels are the same in  *s  and '*s . This is the 
same as saying that the projection of *s  onto 'F  equals '*s . ■ 
 
Lemma 2.2.6. For a Flow model F  and a sub-model 'F  of F , if '...'' 110 sasX =  is an 
execution fragment of 'F , and 0s  is a state of  F  such that 0s  projected onto 'F  equals 

'0s , then there exists a unique execution fragment ...110 sasX =  of F  such that the thi  
action is the same between the two executions and the projection of is  onto 'F  equals 

'is  for all i . We call X  the reverse projection of 'X  onto F  from 0s . Note that the 
projection of X  onto 'F  equals 'X .  
 
Proof: 

Consider action 1a  belonging to EPC M  of 'F . By lemma 2.2.5, 1a  must be enabled 
in 0s . Let 1s  be the result of executing 1a  in 0s . By lemma 2.2.5, the projection of 1s  
onto 'F  equals '1s . Repeating this with action 2a , we see that it is enabled in 1s  and that 
the projection of 2s  onto 'F  must be '2s . We can repeat for all actions to show that the 
lemma holds. Note that the reverse projection must be unique because any other 
execution must have the same starting state 0s  and contain the same sequence of actions 

,..., 21 aa , so by definition of Flow models must contain the same sequence of states 
,..., 21 ss . ■ 
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3. Reasoning About Flow Models 
 
3.1 General Structure Of Proofs 
 

Generally, we would like to prove that given a set of starting states of a Flow model 
as characterized by some boolean condition on the state of the model, all executions with 
those starting states have ending states that satisfy some other boolean condition. This 
runs along the lines of correctness proofs for computer programs in general stated in 
terms of pre-conditions and a post-conditions. 

We first observe that most programs compute a specific ending state or output for a 
specific starting state or input. We first focus on building Flow models whose executions 
have this characteristic. A Flow model whose executions have this characteristic is said to 
be deterministically concurrent. We exploit deterministic concurrency later on to carry 
out correctness proofs in general.  

 
Definition 3.1.1. A Flow model F  is deterministically concurrent if and only all 
executions of F  are finite and all executions of F  that have the same start state have the 
same end state. 
 
 
3.2 Action Independence And Execution Equivalence 
 

We begin by defining what it means for two consecutive actions in an execution to be 
independent. Intuitively, they are independent if they can be executed in the reverse order, 
and the resulting state is the same. Thus is doesn’t really matter which executes first and 
which second. This definition is similar to definitions of independence used in partial 
order reductions. [4, 6, 7, 13, 19] 
 
 
Definition 3.2.2. Let ...... 111110 ++−= iiiii sasassasX  be any execution of a Flow model F . 
Two consecutive actions ia  and 1+ia  of an execution X  are independent if and only if: 

1. 1+ia  is enabled in state 1−is  and ia  is enabled in the state that results from 
executing 1+ia  in state 1−is ; and 

2. the state resulting from executing 1+ia  followed by ia  from state 1−is  is the same 
as 1+is . 

 
 

We use the concept of independence to define what it means for two executions to be 
equivalent. Intuitively, two executions are equivalent if they have the same start state and 
can be derived from each other by switching the order that independent actions within 
them are executed. The significance is that, since switching the order that independent 
actions are executed do not change the resulting state, two equivalent finite executions 
that have the same start state must have the same end state. We can use this to prove that 
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an entire group of executions that have the same start state have the same end state by 
proving a single execution has that end state and all other executions are equivalent to it.  
 
 
Definition 3.2.3. Let ...... 111110 ++−= iiiii sasassasX  be any execution of a Flow model F  
and let ia  and 1+ia  be independent actions. We say that the execution 

...'...' 111110 ++−= iiiii sasassasX , with ia  and 1+ia  switched, and is  replaced by 'is , the state 
resulting from executing 1+ia  in state 1−is , is derived by independence from X . Note that 
derivation by independence, viewed as a relation between executions, is symmetric. 
 
Lemma 3.2.4. If ...110 sasX =  is an execution of Flow model F , and '...''' 110 sasX =  is 
derived by independence from X  with actions ia  and 1+ia  of X  switched, then 'X  is an 
execution of F . Furthermore, if X  is infinite, so is 'X . And if nssasX ...110=  is finite, 
then ''...''' 110 nssasX =  is also finite, of the same length, and 'nn ss = .  
 
Proof: 

To show that 'X  is an execution of F , we need to show that for all ≤≤ j1  length of 
'X , 'ja  is enabled in '1−js  and executing 'ja  in '1−js  results in 'js . For 11 −≤≤ ij  and 

2+≥ ij , this is true since '11 −− = jj ss , 'jj aa = , 'jj ss =  by definition of derived by 
independence, and ja  is enabled in 1−js  and executing ja  in 1−js  results in js  since X  
is an execution of F . Furthermore, this is true for ij =  and 1+= ij  by the definition of 
derived by independence.  

If X  is infinite, so is 'X  since we neither add to nor delete actions from X  in 
deriving 'X . This is sufficient to show that 'X  is an infinite execution of F  if X  is 
infinite.  

If 'X  is finite, we also need to show that no actions are enabled in its end state. If 
nn sasasX ...110=  is finite, 'X  must be finite and of the same length since we neither add 

nor delete actions to X  in deriving 'X . Also, note that in > , so by the reasoning above 
'nn ss = , which implies there are no actions enabled in 'ns  since this is the case for ns , 

and 'X  is a finite execution of F  with 'nn ss =  of the same length as X .  
Last of all, we need to show that 'X  is fair. Let action a  be enabled in 'js . We need 

to show that it is never the case that a  does not appear in 'X  after 'js  and is enabled in 
,...',' 21 ++ jj ss . Suppose there is such an action. Then it must be enabled in ,...',' 21 ++ ii ss  

and does not appear in 'X  after '1+is . However, since kiki ss ++ ='  and 11 ' ++++ = kiki aa  for 
1≥k , this would mean that a  is enabled in ,..., 21 ++ ii ss  and does not appear in X  after 

1+is . This would imply X  is not a fair, which is a contradiction. ■ 
 
Definition 3.2.5. Let X  be any execution of a Flow model F . We say that 'X  is 
equivalent by independence to X  provided that there is a finite sequence of executions 
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nXXX ,...,, 21  such that 1XX = , 'XX n = , and 1+iX  is derived by independence from 

iX  for all 11 −≤≤ ni . Note that equivalence by independence, viewed as a relation 
between executions, is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
 
Lemma 3.2.6. If X  is an execution of Flow model F , and 'X  is equivalent by 
independence to X , then 'X  is an execution of F . Furthermore, if X  is infinite, so is 

'X . And if nssasX ...110=  is finite, then ''...''' 110 nssasX =  is also finite, of the same 
length, and 'nn ss = . 
 
Proof: 

Let mXXX ,...,, 21  be the finite sequence of executions such that 1XX = , 'XX m = , 
and 1+iX  is derived by independence from iX  for all 11 −≤≤ mi . Since 2X  is derived 
by independence from X , it must be an execution of F  by lemma 3.2.4. Furthermore, 

2X  is infinite if X  is infinite, and 2X  is finite with the same length and same end state 
if X  is finite. Similarly, 3X  must have all these same properties since it is derived by 
independence from 2X . Repeating this reasoning for mXX ,...,3 , this shows that 

'XX m =  must be a fair execution of F  that is infinite if X  is infinite, and finite with 
the same length and end state if X  is finite. ■ 
 
 

We want to construct or identify Flow models that are deterministically concurrent. 
The significance of this is that to perform the task of finding the end state of an execution 
corresponding to a specific start state for such a model, all we will need to do is consider 
one feasible execution and we are guaranteed all other executions from the same start 
state will have the same end state. Thus, performing this typical task on a concurrent 
model of computation becomes no more difficult than performing the same task on a 
serial model. 

We begin by introducing two conditions which, if satisfied by a Flow model in which 
all executions are finite, guarantees that it is deterministically concurrent. Intuitively, the 
enable immutability condition requires that once an action is enabled, it cannot be 
disabled by any other action until it executes. The enable independence condition 
requires that if two actions are enabled at the same time, then it doesn’t matter which 
executes first, the resulting state will be the same. As we will see later on, it will be easy 
to construct or identify Flow models that satisfy these conditions.  
 
 
Definition 3.2.7. An action a  of Flow model F  is enable immutable if and only if for all 
executions of F , if a  is enabled in state is , then it remains enabled in ,..., 1+ii ss  for as 
long as it is not executed. 
 
Definition 3.2.8. An action a  of Flow model F  is enable independent if and only if for 
all executions of F , if a  is the thi )1( +  action, 'a  the thi  action, and a  is enabled in 
state 1−is , then a  and 'a  are independent. 
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Theorem 3.2.9. If all executions of Flow model F  are finite and all actions of F  are 
both enable immutable and enable independent, then F  is deterministically concurrent. 
 
Proof: 

Consider any two finite executions ...110 sasX =  and '...'' 110 sasX =  of F  having the 
same start state. We prove that X  is equivalent by independence to 'X  using induction 
on the length of the prefix of 'X .  

In the base case, consider the prefix of 'X  of length one: '' 1101 sasP = . We want to 
show that there is a sequence of executions nXXX ,...,, 21  each derived by independence 
from the previous one with 1XX =  such that 1P  is a prefix of nX . 1P  tells us that '1a  is 
enabled in 0s , so by enable immutability and fairness, '1a  must execute at some point in 
X . Say that '1a  first occurs as the thi  action of X . If 1=i , then we are done since 1P  is 
already a prefix of X . If 1>i , '1a  must be enabled in state 2−is  by enable immutability, 
and therefore must be independent with the action that precedes it by enable 
independence. Thus, there is an execution 2X  of F  that is derived by independence 
from X  with '1a  as the thi )1( −  action. By repeated application of this reasoning, there is 
a sequence nXXX ,...,, 21  each derived by independence from the previous one with 

1XX =  such that '1a  as the first action of nX , and consequentially 1P  is a prefix of nX .  
For the inductive hypothesis, assume that for a prefix ''...' 110 kk ssasP =  of length k , 

there is a sequence of executions nXXX ,...,, 21  each derived by independence from the 
previous one with 1XX =  such that kP  is a prefix of nX . For the inductive case, we 
want to show that this is true for a prefix ''''...' 111101 +++ = kkkk sassasP  of length 1+k .  

By our inductive hypothesis, there exists an execution '...''...' 110 kkn sasasX =  of F  
that has kP  as a prefix and can be derived from X  by a sequence of executions each 
derivable by independence from the previous. Consider action '1+ka . 1+kP  tells us that 

'1+ka  is enabled in 'ks , so by enable immutability and fairness, '1+ka  must execute in nX  
after 'ks . Say that '1+ka  first occurs as the  thi  action of nX , ki > . If 1+= ki , then we 
are done since 1+kX  is already a prefix of nX  and nX  can be derived from X  by a 
sequence of executions each derivable by independence from the previous. If 1+> ki , 

'1+ka  must be enabled in state 2−is  by enable immutability, and therefore must be 
independent with the action that precedes it by enable independence. Thus, there is an 
execution 2,nX  of F  that is derived by independence from nX  with '1+ka  as the thi )1( −  
action. By repeated application of this reasoning, there is a sequence mnnn XXX ,2, ,...,,  

each derived by independence from the previous one such that '1+ka  is the thk )1( +  action 
of mnX , , and consequentially 1+kP  is a prefix of mnX , .  
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Since nX  can be derived from X  by a sequence of executions each derivable by 
independence from the previous and mnX ,  can be derived from nX  by a sequence of 
executions each derivable by independence from the previous, it is clear that mnX ,  can be 
derived from X  by a sequence of executions each derivable by independence from the 
previous. Furthermore, since 1+kP  is a prefix of mnX , , the inductive case is proven.  

This shows that for any prefix of 'X , there is an execution nX  equivalent by 
independence to X  that has the same prefix. The exact same reasoning applies with the 
roles of X  and 'X  in reverse to show that for any prefix of X , there is an execution nX  
equivalent by independence to 'X  that has the same prefix. This implies that X  and 'X  
have the same length since if one is longer, taking itself as the prefix, there is no way it 
can be a prefix of an execution that is equivalent by independence to the other, which 
must have the same length as the other by lemma 3.2.6.  

Take the prefix of 'X  to be 'X  itself, which we can do since we know 'X  is finite. 
There is an execution nX  equivalent by independence to X  that has 'X  as the prefix. 
Since nX  has the same length as X  by lemma 3.2.6, it has the same length as 'X , and so 
must be identical to 'X . This shows that X  and 'X  are equivalent by independence, 
which implies they have the same end state by lemma 3.2.6. This shows that any two 
executions of F  from the same start state have the same end state, thus F  is 
deterministically concurrent. ■ 
 

 
At a glance, it might seem difficult to verify that an action is enable immutability and 

independence. The worst scenario would be if every two consecutive actions in every 
execution of a Flow model must be checked to verify that all actions of the model are 
enable immutable and independent. This would make theorem 3.2.9 useless in practice 
for identifying Flow models that are deterministically concurrent. 

Fortunately, there are easier ways to show that an action is enable immutable and 
independent. Intuitively, we show that in a Flow model, as long as an action that is 
enabled cannot be disabled by an action belonging to the same EPC, then it is enable 
immutable in relation to all actions. We also show that as long as an action is enable 
independent in relation to actions belonging to the same EPC or EPCs that output to the 
same in-channels as its EPC, then it is enable independent in relation to all actions. Thus, 
we are able to check that an action is enable immutable and independent by comparing it 
against far fewer than the total number of actions in the model. 
 
 
Definition 3.2.10. In a Flow model F , an action a  of an EPC M  is locally enable 
immutable if and only if for all executions of F , a  is enabled in state 1+is  if it is enabled 
in is  and 1+ia  is a different action of M . 
 
Lemma 3.2.11. In an execution ...... 11110 ++= iii sassasX  of a Flow model F , if an action 
a  of EPC M  is enabled in state is  and 1+ia  does not affect the internal state of M  and 
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does not remove events from M ’s in-channels, then a  is still enabled in 1+is . Similarly, 
if a  is disabled in state is  and 1+ia  does not affect the internal state of M  and does not 
add or remove events from M ’s in-channels, then a  is still disabled in 1+is . 
 
Proof: 

By definition of Flow models, an action a  of EPC M  is predicated on the events at 
the heads of a fixed number of in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 of M and the internal state of M . 
More precisely, an event at the head of each of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  is necessary 
for a  to be enabled , and if in two states of the Flow model, the internal state of M  in 
each state is identical, and in each state there is an event at the head of each in-channel 

nCCC ,...,, 21 , and in each state the corresponding events at the head of the in-channels 
are identical, then a  is enabled in one state if and only if a  is enabled in the other state.  

If a  is enabled in is , there must be an event at the head of each in-channel 

nCCC ,...,, 21 . Since 1+ia  does not affect the internal state of M  and does not remove 
events from M ’s in-channels, the internal state of M  in 1+is  must be the same, and there 
is an event at the head of each in-channel nCCC ,...,, 21 , and that event must be the same 
as the corresponding event in is . Thus, by definition of Flow models,  a  must be still 
enabled in 1+is  since it is enabled in is .   

If a  is disabled in is , either one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  is empty, or there is 
an event at the head of each in-channel nCCC ,...,, 21 . In the first case, any in-channel 

nCCC ,...,, 21  that is empty in is  must still be empty in 1+is  since 1+ia  does not add to the 
in-channels of M , so a  is still disabled in 1+is . In the second case, since 1+ia  does not 
affect the internal state of M  and does not remove events from M ’s in-channels, the 
internal state of M  in 1+is  must be the same, and there is an event at the head of each in-
channel nCCC ,...,, 21 , and that event must be the same as the corresponding event in is . 
Thus, by definition of Flow models, a  must be still disabled in 1+is  since it is disabled in 

is .  ■ 
 
Corollary 3.2.12. In an execution ...... 11110 ++= iii sassasX  of a Flow model F , if an 
action a  of EPC M  is enabled in state is  and 1+ia  is not an action of M , then a  is still 
enabled in 1+is . Similarly, if a  is disabled in state is  and 1+ia  is not an action of M  and 
does not belong to an EPC that has an out-channel connected to an in-channel of M , 
then a  is still disabled in 1+is . 
 
Proof: 

By definition of Flow models, if 1+ia  is not an action of M  then 1+ia  cannot affect 
M ’s internal state, nor can it remove events from M ’s in-channels. So, by lemma 3.2.11, 
if a  is enabled in is , then it is still enabled in 1+is .  If  1+ia  is not an action of M  and 
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does not belong to an EPC that has an out-channel connected to an in-channel of M , 
then 1+ia  cannot affect M ’s internal state, nor can it add or remove events from M ’s in-
channels.  So, by lemma 3.2.11, if a  is disabled in is , a  is still disabled in 1+is . ■ 
 
Theorem 3.2.13. In a Flow model F , if action a  of EPC M  is locally enable immutable, 
then a  is enable immutable. 
 
Proof: 

Suppose a  is enabled in state is . If a  is the thi )1( +  action, then the condition for 
enable immutability is satisfied. If 1+ia  is an action of M  other than a , then a  is enabled 
in 1+is  by local enable immutability. If 1+ia  is not an action of M , by corollary 3.2.12, a  
is still enabled in 1+is . By repeated application of this reasoning, a  must be enabled in 

,..., 1+ii ss  for as long as it is not executed, and thus is enable immutable. ■ 
 
Definition 3.2.14. In a Flow model F , an action a  of an EPC M  is locally enable 
independent if and only if for all executions of F , if a  is the thi )1( +  action, 'a  is the thi  
action and belongs either to M  or a different EPC 'M  such that there is an out-channel 
of M  and an out-channel of 'M  connected to the same in-channel, and a  is enabled in 
state 1−is , then a  and 'a  are independent. 
 
Lemma 3.2.15. In an execution ...... 11110 ++= iii sassasX  of a Flow model F , if an action 
a  of EPC M  is enabled in state is  and 1+ia  does not affect the internal state of M  and 
does not remove events from M ’s in-channels, then in the two states resulting from 
executing a  in is  and executing a  in 1+is  contains identical states for the internal state of 
M . Furthermore a  executed in is  adds a sequence of events neee ...21  to an in-channel 
C  if and only if a  executed in 1+is  adds the same sequence of events on C . 
 
Proof: 

By definition of Flow models, an action a  of EPC M  is function of the events at the 
head of the same in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21 of M  that it is predicated on, the internal state 
of M . More precisely, let 1s  and 2s  be two states in which a  is enabled and let '1s  and 

'2s  be the resulting states from executing a  in 1s  and 2s  respectively. If the internal 
state of M  in 1s  and in 2s are identical, and the corresponding events at the heads of 

nCCC ,...,, 21  are identical in 1s  and in 2s , then the internal state of M  in  '1s  and '2s  are 
identical. Also, under the same assumptions, if 'C  is an in-channel connected to an out-
channel of M  and it is not itself one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  and 'C ’s state in 1s  
is peee ...21  and 'C ’s state in 2s  is ''...' 21 qeee , then 'C ’s state in '1s  is rppp eeeee ++ ...... 121  
and 'C ’s state in '1s  is rppq eeeee ++ ...''...' 121  where 0≥r . Also under the same 
assumptions, if 'C  is an in-channel connected to an out-channel of M  and it is one of the 
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in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  and 'C ’s state in 1s  is peee ...21  and 'C ’s state in 2s  is 
''...' 21 qeee , then 'C ’s state in '1s  is rppp eeee ++ ...... 12  and 'C ’s state in '1s  is 

rppq eeee ++ ...''... 12  where 0≥r . Also under the same assumptions, if 'C  is one of the in-
channels nCCC ,...,, 21  and not connected to an out-channel of M  and 'C ’s state in 1s  is 

peee ...21  and 'C ’s state in 2s  is ''...' 21 qeee , then 'C ’s state in '1s  is pee ...2  and 'C ’s state 
in '2s  is ''...2 qee . Also, if 'C  is neither one of the in-channels nCCC ,...,, 21  nor connected 
to an out-channel of M , then 'C ’s state is identical in 1s  and '1s , and in 2s  and '2s . 
Lastly, for EPC 'M  different from M , the internal state of 'M  is identical in 1s  and '1s , 
and in 2s  and '2s . 

Since a  is enabled in is , there must be an event at the head of each in-channel 

nCCC ,...,, 21 . Since 1+ia  does not affect the internal state of M  and does not remove 
events from M ’s in-channels, the internal state of M  in 1+is  must be the same, and there 
is an event at the head of each in-channel nCCC ,...,, 21 , and that event must be the same 
as the corresponding event in is . By lemma 2.1.30, a  is also enabled in 1+is . So by 
definition of Flow models, all of the above must be true for the two states resulting from 
executing a  in is  and executing a  in 1+is . This is the same as saying that the two states 
resulting from executing a  in is  and executing a  in 1+is  contain identical states for the 
internal state of M , and that a  executed in is  adds a sequence of events neee ...21  to an 
in-channel C  if and only if a  executed in 1+is  adds the same sequence of events on C . ■ 

 
Corollary 3.2.16. In an execution ...... 11110 ++= iii sassasX  of a Flow model F , if an 
action a  of EPC M  is enabled in state is  and 1+ia  does not belong to M , then in the 
two states resulting from executing a  in is  and executing a  in 1+is  contains identical 
states for the internal state of M . Furthermore a  executed in is  adds a sequence of 
events neee ...21  to an in-channel C  if and only if a  executed in 1+is  adds the same 
sequence of events to C . 
 
Proof: 

By definition of Flow models, if 1+ia  is not an action of M , then 1+ia  cannot affect 
M ’s internal state, nor can it remove events from M ’s in-channels. So, by lemma 3.2.15, 
the two states resulting from executing a  in is  and executing a  in 1+is  contains identical 
states for the internal state of M . Furthermore a  executed in is  adds a sequence of 
events neee ...21  to an in-channel C  if and only if a  executed in 1+is  adds the same 
sequence of events on C . ■ 
 
Theorem 3.2.17. In an execution ...... 111110 ++−= iiiii sasassasX  of a Flow model F , if an 
action 1+ia  of  EPC M  is enabled in state 1−is  and ia  belongs to a different EPC 'M  
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such that none of 'M ’s out-channels are connected to the same in-channels as M ’s out-
channels, then ia  and 1+ia  are independent. 
 
Proof: 

Let 'is  represent the state resulting from executing 1+ia  in 1−is . By corollary 3.2.12, 
since 1+ia  does not belong to the same EPC as ia , ia  must be enabled in 'is . Let '1+is  
represent the state resulting from executing 1+ia  followed by ia  in 1−is . We must show 
that '1+is  is identical to 1+is . 

By corollary 3.2.16, the internal state of 'M  is identical in '1+is  as in is . Since 1+ia , 
belonging to a different EPC, does not affect the internal state of 'M  by the definition of 
Flow models, it must be the case that the internal state of 'M  is identical in is  as in 1+is . 
Thus, the internal state of 'M  is identical in '1+is  as in 1+is . Similarly, by corollary 3.2.16, 
the internal state of M  is identical in 'is  as in 1+is . Since ia , belonging to a different 
EPC, does not affect the internal state of M  by the definition of Flow models, it must be 
the case that the internal state of M  is identical in 'is  as in '1+is . Thus, the internal state 
of M  is identical in '1+is  as in 1+is . For the internal states of all other EPCs, since by the 
definition of Flow models, neither ia  nor 1+ia  affects them, they must be identical in '1+is  
as in 1−is , and identical in 1+is  and 1−is , and therefore identical in '1+is  and 1+is . 

Now the only states left to consider are the states of internal channels. There are nine 
possibilities. Each in-channel can be either connected to out-channels of M , connected 
to out-channels of 'M , or connected to neither. Note that being connected to both is not 
an option by out assumptions. Also, each in-channel can be either one of the in-channels 
of  'M  that ia  is predicated on, one of the in-channels of M  that 1+ia  is predicated on, or 
neither. The cross product gives nine possibilities for in-channels. 

Suppose that an in-channel is not connected to M  or 'M ’s out-channels and is not 
one of the channels that either ia  or 1+ia  is predicated on. Then, by the definition of Flow 
models, it is not affected by either action. Therefore, the state of the in-channel is 
identical in 1+is  and 1−is , in '1+is  and 1−is , and consequently in 1+is  and '1+is . 

Suppose that an in-channel is not connected to M  or 'M ’s out-channels and is one of 
the in-channels that ia  is predicated on. Suppose neee ...21  is its state in 1−is . By definition 
of Flow models, its state in is  is nee ...2  and its state in 1+is  is nee ...2  since ia  removes 
the first event and otherwise does not add events and 1+ia  does not add events. Since 1+ia  
does not add events, its state in 'is  is neee ...21  and its state in '1+is  is nee ...2  since ia  
removes the first event and does not add events. So its state is identical in 1+is  and '1+is . 
Similarly, suppose that an in-channel is not connected to M  or 'M ’s out-channels and is 
one of the in-channels that 1+ia  is predicated on. Suppose neee ...21  is its state in 1−is . By 
definition of Flow models, its state in 'is  is nee ...2  and its state in '1+is  is nee ...2  since 

1+ia  removes the first event and otherwise does not add events and ia  does not add events. 
Since ia  does not add events, its state in is  is neee ...21  and its state in 1+is  is nee ...2  since 
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1+ia  removes the first event and does not add events. So its state is identical in 1+is  and 
'1+is . 
Suppose that an in-channel is connected to one or more out-channels of M  but not 

'M  and is neither predicated on by ia  nor 1+ia . Suppose neee ...21  is its state in 1−is . Since 

ia  neither adds nor removes events from it, its state in is  is neee ...21 . 1+ia  may add but 
cannot remove events from it, so its state in 1+is  is rnnn eeeee ++ ...... 121  where 0≥r , with 

rnn ee ++ ...1  the sequence of events added by 1+ia . By corollary 3.2.16, 1+ia  executed in 1−is  
adds the same events to the in-channel, so its state in 'is  is rnnn eeeee ++ ...... 121 , and its state 
in '1+is  is the same since ia  cannot affect it. So the state of the in-channel is identical in 

1+is  and '1+is . Similarly, suppose that an in-channel is connected to one or more out-
channels of 'M  but not M  and is neither predicated on by ia  nor 1+ia . Suppose neee ...21  
is its state in 1−is . Since 1+ia  neither adds nor removes events from it, its state in 'is  is 

neee ...21 . ia  may add but cannot remove events from it, so its state in '1+is  is 

rnnn eeeee ++ ...... 121  where 0≥r , with rnn ee ++ ...1  the sequence of events added by ia . By 
corollary 3.2.16, ia  executed in 1−is  adds the same events to the in-channel, so its state in 

is  is rnnn eeeee ++ ...... 121 , and its state in 1+is  is the same since 1+ia  cannot affect it. So the 
state of the in-channel is identical in 1+is  and '1+is . 

Suppose that an in-channel is connected to one or more out-channels of M  but not 
'M  and is predicated on by ia . Suppose neee ...21  is its state in 1−is . Since ia  does not add 

but must remove the head event from it, its state in is  is nee ...2 . 1+ia  may add but cannot 
remove events from it, so its state in 1+is  is rnnn eeee ++ ...... 12  where 0≥r , with rnn ee ++ ...1  
the sequence of events added by 1+ia . By corollary 3.2.16, 1+ia  executed in 1−is  adds the 
same events to the in-channel, so its state in 'is  is rnnn eeeee ++ ...... 121 , and  ia  does not add 
but must remove the head event from it so its state in '1+is  is rnnn eeee ++ ...... 12 . So the state 
of the in-channel is identical in 1+is  and '1+is . Similarly, suppose that an in-channel is 
connected to one or more out-channels of 'M  but not M  and is predicated on by 1+ia . 
Suppose neee ...21  is its state in 1−is . Since 1+ia  does not add but must remove the head 
event from it, its state in 'is  is nee ...2 . ia  may add but cannot remove events from it, so 
its state in '1+is  is rnnn eeee ++ ...... 12  where 0≥r , with rnn ee ++ ...1  the sequence of events 
added by ia . By corollary 3.2.16, ia  executed in 1−is  adds the same events to the in-
channel, so its state in is  is rnnn eeeee ++ ...... 121 , and  1+ia  does not add but must remove the 
head event from it so its state in 1+is  is rnnn eeee ++ ...... 12 . So the state of the in-channel is 
identical in 1+is  and '1+is . 

Suppose that an in-channel is connected to one or more out-channels of M  but not 
'M  and is predicated on by 1+ia . Suppose neee ...21  is its state in 1−is . Since ia  cannot 

affect its state, its state in is  is neee ...21 . 1+ia  may add events to it and must remove the 
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event at the head of it, so its state in 1+is  is rnnn eeee ++ ...... 12  where 0≥r , with rnn ee ++ ...1  
the sequence of events added by 1+ia . By corollary 3.2.16, 1+ia  executed in 1−is  adds the 
same events to the in-channel and also must remove the event at the head, so its state in 

'is  is rnnn eeee ++ ...... 12 , and ia  does not affect it, so its state in '1+is  is the same. So the 
state of the in-channel is identical in 1+is  and '1+is . Similarly, suppose that an in-channel 
is connected to one or more out-channels of 'M  but not M  and is predicated on by ia . 
Suppose neee ...21  is its state in 1−is . Since 1+ia  cannot affect its state, its state in 'is  is 

neee ...21 . ia  may add events to it and must remove the event at the head of it, so its state 
in '1+is  is rnnn eeee ++ ...... 12  where 0≥r , with rnn ee ++ ...1  the sequence of events added by 

ia . By corollary 3.2.16, ia  executed in 1−is  adds the same events to the in-channel and 
also must remove the event at the head, so its state in is  is rnnn eeee ++ ...... 12 , and 1+ia  does 
not affect it, so its state in 1+is  is the same. So the state of the in-channel is identical in 

1+is  and '1+is . 
The above shows that the state of any data object is identical in 1+is  and '1+is , and so 

1+is  and '1+is  are identical states. This implies that ia  and 1+ia  are independent. ■ 
  
Theorem 3.2.18. In a Flow model F , if an action a  is locally enable independent, then 
it is enable independent. 
 
Proof: 

Suppose a  is the thi )1( +  action in an execution ...... 111110 ++−= iiiii sasassasX  of F  
and is enabled in state 1−is . If 'a  is the thi  action and an action of M  or a different EPC 
that has an out-channel that is connected the same in-channel as one of M ’s out-channels, 
then a  and 'a  are independent by the local enable independence assumption.  

If 'a  is the thi  action and belongs to 'M  not equal to M  and none of 'M ’s out-
channels are connected to the same in-channels as M ’s out-channels, then by theorem 
3.2.17, a  and 'a  are independent. 

In all cases a  and 'a  are independent, so a  is enable independent. ■ 
 
Theorem 3.2.19. In a Flow model F , if all executions are finite and all actions are 
locally enable immutable and independent, then F  is deterministically concurrent. 
 
Proof: 

By theorems 3.2.13 and 3.2.18, all actions of F  are enable immutable and enable 
independent. By theorem 3.2.9, F  is deterministically concurrent. ■ 
 
 

Theorem 3.2.19 essentially allows us to verify that an action is enable immutable and 
independent by comparing it only against other actions of the same EPC and other EPCs 
that output to the same in-channels. In essence, this allows us to verify that a Flow model 
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is deterministically concurrent by considering each EPC individually, or at most along 
with other EPCs that output to the same in-channels. 

We seek to make verifying deterministic concurrency even easier by introducing 
simple conditions that are sufficient for local enable immutability and independence. 
Intuitively, if an EPC has the property that no more than one of its actions can be enabled 
at a time, then its actions are trivially enable immutable and independent with regards to 
themselves. If we also restrict the model so that no in-channel is written to by more than 
one out-channel, then the actions would be enable immutable and independent with 
regards to all actions, and thus the model is deterministically concurrent as long as all 
executions are finite. 
 
 
Definition 3.2.20. An EPC M  is deterministic if and only if for each unique state of M , 
consisting of its internal state and the state of all of its in-channels, no more than one 
action of M  is enabled. 
 
Lemma 3.2.21. In a Flow model F , if an EPC M  is deterministic, then all its actions 
are enable immutable. 
 
Proof: 

Suppose an action a  of M  is enabled in state 1+is  of an execution X  of F . It cannot 
be the case that a  is also enabled in state is  and action 1+ia  is a different action of M  
since that would imply two actions of M  are enabled in is , contradicting the assumption 
that M  is deterministic. Thus, a  is trivially locally enable immutable, and by theorem 
3.2.13 is enable immutable. ■ 
 
Lemma 3.2.22. In a Flow model F , if an EPC M  is deterministic and has no out-
channels that are connected to in-channels that out-channels of other EPCs also connect 
to, then all its actions are enable independent. 
 
Proof: 

Suppose an action a  of M  is enabled in state 1+is  of an execution X  of F . It cannot 
be the case that a  is also enabled in state is  and action 1+ia  is a another action of M  
since that would imply two actions of M  are enabled in is , contradicting the assumption 
that M  is deterministic. Also, trivially, 1+ia  cannot be an action of a different EPC that 
writes to the same in-channels as M  since there are no such EPCs by assumption. Thus, 
a  is trivially locally enable independent, and by theorem 3.2.18 is enable independent. ■ 
 
Theorem 3.2.23. In a Flow model F , if all executions are finite, all EPCs are 
deterministic, and no in-channels are connected to by more than one out-channel, then F  
is deterministically concurrent. 
 
Proof: 
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Any action is enable immutable by lemma 3.2.21 and enable independent by lemma 
3.2.22. Thus, by theorem 3.2.9, F  is deterministically concurrent. ■ 
 

 
The above allows us to construct or verify deterministically concurrent Flow models 

rather easily as long as we know all their executions are finite. The only conditions we 
need to satisfy are that no in-channel is connected to by more than one out-channel and 
each EPC is deterministic. Alternatively, an EPC does not need to be deterministic as 
long as all actions belonging to the same EPC can be verified to be enable immutable and 
independent relative to each other. We will show below an easily checked condition for 
all executions to be finite. 

 
 
3.3 Graph Representations Of Flow Models 
 

It is intuitive and useful to conceptualize a Flow model as a graph. Useful sufficient 
conditions for deterministic concurrency can be stated in terms of graph properties.  

Intuitively, the graph representation of a Flow model consists of a vertex for each 
EPC in the graph, and a directed edge from vertex A  to B  if there is a connection from 
an out-channel of EPC A  to EPC B . The edge is labeled with the name of the out-
channel and in-channel. 

 
 
Definition 3.3.1. The graph ),( EVG  of Flow model F  consisting of only EPCs is a 
labeled directed graph where vertex Vv∈  if and only if there is an EPC in F  named v , 
and edge Evv ∈),( 21  labeled ),( 21 ll  if and only if there is a connection from an out-
channel named 1l  of an EPC in F  named 1v  to an in-channel named 2l  of an EPC in F  
named 2v . 
 
 

There are useful ways to modularize reasoning about a complicated Flow model using 
divide and conquer. The division of a Flow model into smaller models can be stated in 
terms of a unidirectional cut of the model’s graph. Intuitively, a unidirectional cut of a 
directed graph partitions the vertices into two sets such that all edges that go between sets 
run in one direction. Each of the resulting two pieces then represents a smaller Flow 
model which can then be reasoned about individually. 
 

 
Definition 3.3.2. A unidirectional cut of a graph ),( EVG  is a cut of G  into two sets 1V  
and 2V  such that any cut edge Evv ∈),( 21  has 11 Vv ∈  and 22 Vv ∈ . 
 
 

For convenience, we say an EPC of V  to mean an EPC which is represented by a 
vertex in set V . Also, we write a sub-model induced by VV ⊆'  to mean the sub-model 
induced by the set of EPCs represented by vertices in 'V . 
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3.4 Graph Acyclicness And Finiteness Of Executions 
 

In order to verify that a Flow model is deterministically concurrent, we must verify 
that all its executions are finite. We show that by dividing a Flow model into two smaller 
sub-models via a unidirectional cut, the full model can be shown to have only finite 
executions by showing that each sub-model has only finite executions. We also show that 
acyclicness of a Flow model’s graph is a sufficient condition for all executions to be 
finite. 

 
 
Lemma 3.4.1. For a Flow model F  with graph ),( EVG  that can be unidirectional cut 
into 1V  and 2V  such that edges are directed from 1V  to 2V  and no in-channel is connected 
to both an out-channel from an EPC of 1V  and an out-channel from an EPC of 2V , if X  
is an execution of F  with more than or equal to m  actions belonging to EPCs of 1V , 
then there is an execution ......' 1110 mmm sassasX −=  equivalent by independence to X  such 
that ia  is the thi  action belonging to an EPC of 1V  to appear in X  for mi ≤≤1 .  
 
Proof: 

Consider the first action a  belonging to an EPC M  of 1V  to appear in X . If it is not 
the first action of X , then the previous action 'a  must belong to an EPC in 2V . Say that 

'a  is the thj  action and a  is the thj )1( + . Since there are no connections from out-
channels of EPCs in 2V  to in-channels of EPCs in 1V  by the definition of unidirectional 
cuts, a  is enabled in 1−js  if and only if it is enabled in js  by corollary 3.2.12. So both a  
and 'a  are enabled in 1−js , belong to different EPCs, and the EPCs do not write to the 
same in-channels by assumption, which means a  and 'a  are independent by theorem 
3.2.17. So, by using derivation by independence to switch a  and 'a  around, we see that 
X  is equivalent by independence to an execution where the first action belonging to an 
EPC of 1V  appears as the thj  action. By repeated application of this reasoning, we see 
that X  is equivalent by independence to an execution where the first action belonging to 
an EPC of 1V  appears as the first action. Now consider the second action belonging to an 
EPC of 1V  to appear in this new execution. Since all actions between it and the first 
belong to EPCs in 2V , we can use the same technique as above to show that this new 
execution, and thus X , is equivalent by independence to another execution that has the 
first and second actions belonging to EPCs of 1V  appear as the first and second actions. 
By repeated application of this reasoning, we see that if there are at least m  actions 
belonging to EPCs of 1V  in X , then there is an execution ......' 1110 mmm sassasX −=  
equivalent by independence to X  such that ia  is the thi  action belonging to an EPC in 

1V  to appear in X  for mi ≤≤1 . ■ 
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Lemma 3.4.2. For a Flow model F  partitioned into two sets 1V  and 2V , if 
...... 1110 mmm sassasX −=  is an execution of F  such that for all actions ia  mi < , ia  

belongs to an EPC of 1V , then ''...' 11101 −= mssasX  where 'is  is the projection of is  onto 

1V  is a prefix of an execution of the sub-model 1F  induced by 1V . Also, if all actions ja  
mj ≥  belongs to an EPC of 2V , then X  projected onto the sub-model 1F  induced by 1V  

is an execution of 1F  and X  projected onto the sub-model 2F  induced by 2V  is an 
execution of 2F .  
 
Proof: 

Let ''...' 11101 −= mssasX  either be the first 1−m  actions of X  where all actions 
belong to EPCs of 1V  and 'is  is the projection of is  onto 1V  or if there is no ia  belonging 
to an EPC of 1V  for mi ≥ , the projection of X  onto the sub-model 1F  induced by 1V . 
Consider action ja  11 −≤≤ mj  of 2X  belonging to EPC M . We need to show that ja  
is enabled in '1−js  and executing ja  in '1−js  results in 'js . By definition of state 
projection, the internal state of M  and all its in-channels in '1−js  are identical to their 
corresponding states in 1−js  of X . Since ja  is enabled in 1−js   and is predicated only on 
the internal state of M  and M ’s in-channels by definition of Flow models, it must be 
enabled in '1−js . Also since ja  is a function of the internal state of M  and M ’s in-
channels by definition of Flow models, and those are identical in '1−js  and 1−js , the 
internal state of M  as a result of executing ja  in '1−js  must be identical to the internal 
state of M  in js , which by definition of state projection is true of 'js . Also, since the 
state of an in-channel in '1−js  is identical to its state in 1−js , and ja  adds and removes the 
same events from it whether executed from '1−js  or 1−js , its state as a result of executing 

ja  in '1−js  must be identical to its state in js , which by definition of state projection is 
true of 'js . Lastly, the internal state of any other EPC of 1V  does not changed from 1−js  
to js  by definition of Flow models, and so the internal state of an EPC different from M  
does not change from '1−js   to 'js  by definition of state projection, which is correct by 
definition of Flow models. This shows that ja  is enabled in '1−js  and executing ja  in 

'1−js  results in 'js . This also shows that 1X  is the prefix of an execution of 1F . To show 
that 1X  is also an execution of 1F  in case there are no ia  in X  belonging to an EPC of 

1V  for mi ≥ , we also need to show that no actions belonging to EPCs of 1V  are enabled 
in '1−ms . If there are, then the same action must be enabled in 1−ms  since the internal state 
of M  and M ’s in-channels are identical in the two states. If an action is enabled in 1−ms , 
it would never get executed because all subsequent actions belong to EPCs of 2V  by 
assumption, and remain enabled for all subsequent states because actions from EPCs of 
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2V  cannot disable it by corollary 3.2.12. This would imply X  is not fair, a contradiction. 
This shows that 1X  is an execution of 1F .  

Similarly, if there are no ia  in X  belonging to EPCs of 1V  for mi ≥ , we can argue 
that '...'' 1112 ++−= mmmmm sasasX , the projection of X  onto the sub-model 2F  induced by 

2V , is an execution of 2F . Consider action ja  mj ≥   of 2X  belonging to EPC 'M . We 
need to show that ja  is enabled in '1−js  and executing ja  in '1−js  results in 'js . By 
definition of state projection, the internal state of 'M  and all its in-channels in '1−js  are 
identical to their corresponding states in 1−js  of X . Since ja  is enabled in 1−js   and is 
predicated only on the internal state of 'M  and 'M ’s in-channels by definition of Flow 
models, it must be enabled in '1−js . Also since ja  is a function of the internal state of 'M  
and 'M ’s in-channels by definition of Flow models, and those are identical in '1−js  and 

1−js , the internal state of 'M  as a result of executing ja  in '1−js  must be identical to the 
internal state of 'M  in js , which by definition of state projection is true of 'js . Also, 
since the state of an in-channel in '1−js  is identical to its state in 1−js , and ja  adds and 
removes the same events from it whether executed from '1−js  or 1−js , its state as a result 
of executing ja  in '1−js  must be identical to its state in js , which by definition of state 
projection is true of 'js . Lastly, the internal state of any other EPC of 2V  does not change 
from 1−js  to js  by definition of Flow models, and so the internal state of an EPC 
different from 'M  does not change from '1−js   to 'js  by definition of state projection, 
which is correct by definition of Flow models. This shows that ja  is enabled in '1−js  and 
executing ja  in '1−js  results in 'js . If 2X  is finite, we need to show that no actions 
belonging to EPCs of 2V  are enabled in its last state, say 'nms + . If there are, then the same 
action must be enabled in nms + , the last state of X , since the internal state of 'M  and 

'M ’s in-channels are identical in the two states. But this would contradict the fact that X  
is an execution of F . If 2X  is infinite, we need to show no action belonging to an EPC 
of 2V  is enabled forever without getting executed. If there is such an action, and it is 
enabled in ,...',' 1+++ imim ss  and is not one the actions ,..., 1+++ imim aa , it must be enabled in 

,..., 1+++ imim ss  and is not one of the actions ,..., 1+++ imim aa , which implies X  is not fair. 
But this is a contradiction. This shows that 2X  is an execution of 2F . ■ 
 
Theorem 3.4.3. For a Flow model F  with graph ),( EVG  that can be unidirectional cut 
into 1V  and 2V  such that edges are directed from 1V  to 2V  and no in-channel is connected 
to both an out-channel from an EPC of 1V  and an out-channel from an EPC of 2V , if all 
executions of the sub-model induced by 1V  are finite and all executions of the sub-model 
induced by 2V  are finite, then all executions of F  are finite. 
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Proof: 
If an execution X  of F  is infinite, it must contain infinite number of operations 

belonging to EPCs of 1V  or infinite number of operations belonging to EPCs of 2V . 
Suppose it contains infinite number of operations belonging to EPCs of 1V . Suppose 

m  is the maximum length of executions of the sub-model 1F  induced by 1V . By lemma 
3.4.1, there is an execution ......' 111110 ++−= mmmmm sasassasX  of F  equivalent by 
independence to X  such that ia  belongs to an EPC of 1V  for 11 +≤≤ mi . By lemma 
3.4.2, ''''...' 111110 ++− mmmmm sasassas  where 'is  is the projection of is  onto 1V  is a prefix of 
an execution of 1F . But this is impossible since the longest execution of 1F  contains m  
actions. So X  must contain a finite number of operations belonging to EPCs of 1V . 

Suppose X  contains an infinite number of operations belonging to EPCs of 2V . Since 
it can only contain a finite number of operations belonging to EPCs of 1V , let m  be the 
number of operations in X  belonging to EPCs of 1V . By lemma 3.4.1, there is an 
execution ......' 1110 mmm sassasX −=  of F  equivalent by independence to X  such that all 
actions ia  mi ≤  belong to EPCs of 1V , and all actions ja  1+≥ mj  belong to EPCs of 

2V . Note that 'X  must be infinite with an infinite number of actions belonging to EPCs 
of 2V . By lemma 3.4.2, the projection of 'X  onto 2V , which must be infinite, must be an 
execution of the sub-model 2F  induced by 2V . But this is a contradiction because 2F  has 
only finite executions by assumption. 

This shows that X  can only contain finite number of actions belonging to EPCs of 
1V  and finite number of actions belonging to EPCs of 2V . Therefore, X  must be finite. ■ 

 
Theorem 3.4.3. If the graph of a Flow model F  is acyclic, then all executions of F  are 
finite. 
 
Proof: 

We prove this using induction on the number of vertices. For the base case, suppose 
there is only one vertex in the graph of F  and with no edge from it to itself. This means 
there is only one EPC M  in F  and none of its out-channels are connected to its in-
channels. By definition of Flow models, each action execution removes at least one event 
from M ’s in-channels. Also by definition of Flow models, there are a finite number of 
events in M ’s in-channels in any start state. Lastly, no action execution adds any event 
to M ’s in-channels since there are no out-channels connected to them. Consequentially, 
all executions must contain only a finite number of action executions and are finite. 

For the inductive hypothesis, assume all executions of Flow models that have graphs 
which are acyclic and contain k  or less vertices are finite. For the inductive case, we 
want to show that this is true for any Flow model F  the graph ),( EVG  of which is 
acyclic and contains 1+k  vertices.  

From graph theory, we know that a directed acyclic graph has at least one vertex v  
with out-degree zero. This means }/{1 vVV =  and }{2 vV =  gives a unidirectional cut of 
G  such that edges are directed from 1V  to 2V . Also since 2V  contains only one vertex 
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that does not have a self edge, and there are no edges that are directed from v  to vertices 
in 1V  and thus no connections from the out-channels of v  to EPCs of 1V , there is no in-
channel that is connected to both an out-channel from an EPC of 1V  and an out-channel 
from an EPC of 2V . By the inductive hypothesis, all the executions of the Flow model 
represented by the sub-model induced by 1V , the graph of which must be acyclic and 
contains k  vertices, are finite. Also by the inductive hypothesis, all the executions of the 
sub-model induced by 2V , the graph of which contains a single vertex acyclic graph, are 
finite. Therefore, by theorem 3.4.3, all executions of F  are finite. ■ 
 
 

Using the above, the easiest deterministically concurrent Flow models to construct or 
identify are those which contain only deterministic EPCs, have no in-channels connected 
to by more than one out-channel, and have acyclic graph representations. We can get 
around the acyclicness condition by dividing up a Flow model into two smaller sub-
models using a unidirectional cut and showing each sub-model has only finite executions, 
perhaps using acyclicness. We can get around the deterministic condition for an EPC as 
long as we show all its actions are enable immutable and independent relative to each 
other. 
 
 
3.5 Unidirectional Cuts And Modularized Reasoning 
 

We saw that in a complex Flow model that does not have an acyclic graph 
representation, it is possible to simplify the task of proving all executions are finite by 
using a unidirectional cut to divide it into smaller sub-models and proving each sub-
model’s executions are finite. 

In the same way, when we are analyzing a Flow model for which all executions are 
not equivalent by independence, we can use unidirectional cuts to divide the model into 
smaller sub-models and reason about them individually to find the full model’s 
executions and end states. All executions may not be equivalent by independence, for 
example, if a Flow model is not deterministically concurrent. Although it is desirable for 
a program to result in one end state for each start state, a Flow model may not be 
deterministically concurrent if more than one end state represents the same result to the 
user of the program. Executions may also not be equivalent by independence if the Flow 
model is deterministically concurrent, but not all executions that end in the same state 
given the same start state are equivalent by independence. This is possible because the set 
of executions that are equivalent by independence to an execution may be a proper subset 
of all the executions that have the same start and end states as that execution.  

In these cases, when not all executions from the same start state are equivalent by 
independence, we would like to find the smallest set of executions to which all other 
executions from the same start state are equivalent by independence. Such a set would 
also give us all the possible end states of the Flow model from that start state. 
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Definition 3.5.1. For a Flow model F  and a starting state 0s  of F , a set of executions 
,...},{ 21 XX  is a canonical set of executions of F  from 0s  if and only if all executions in 

the set have start state 0s , any execution of  F  with start state 0s  is equivalent by 
independence to one of the executions in the set , and no two different executions in the 
set are equivalent by independence to each other. 
 
 

We describe an algorithm for dividing up a Flow model into sub-models so that its 
canonical set of executions from a start state can be found by finding the canonical sets of 
executions of its sub-models and then concatenating executions from the canonical sets of 
its sub-models. A precise description of the algorithm follows.  
 
 
Algorithm 3.5.2. For a Flow model F  with graph ),( EVG  and a starting state 0s  of F : 

1. Form a unidirectional cut of G , partitioning the vertices into 1V  and 2V , such that 
no in-channel belonging to an EPC of 2V  is connected to both an out-channel 
belonging to an EPC of 1V  and an out-channel belonging to an EPC of 2V . Let 1F  
be the sub-model induced by 1V  and 2F  the sub-model induced by 2V . We require 
that all executions of 1F  are finite. 

2. Form a new augmented Flow model from 1F  called +
1F  by adding, for each in-

channel belonging to an EPC of 2V  connected to out-channels belonging to EPCs of 

1V , an EPC with no actions, no internal state, and one in-channel connected to the 
same out-channels belonging to EPCs of 1V  that the in-channel is connected to. Call 
these EPCs event recorders.  

3. Find the canonical set of executions of +
1F  from a starting state *0s . In *0s , the 

state of all in-channels of event recorders are empty and the state of everything else 
is identical to their state in 0s . Let S  represent the canonical set. Let 

iliiii ssasP ,1,10, ...=  represent the thi  element of the set. Note that *00, ssi = . Note 
that since all executions of 1F  are finite, iP  must be finite in length, so il  is the 
length of iP . 

4. For each iP , let 
ili ssasR ...110=  be the unique execution fragment of F  that is the 

reverse projection onto F  from 0s  of the projection of iP  onto 1F . For each iP , 
find iR . 

5. For each fragment 
ili ssasR ...110= , find the canonical set of executions of 2F  from 

a starting state *
il

s  which is the projection of 
il

s  onto 2F . Let iS  represent the 
canonical set of executions of 2F from *

il
s . Let ...1,,1,,, ++=

iii ljilljiji sasP  represent 

the thj  element of the set. Note that *,, ii llji ss = . 
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6. For each jiP , , let ...11, ++=
iii lllji sasR  be the unique execution fragment of F  that is 

the reverse projection onto F  from 
il

s  of jiP , . For each jiP , , find jiR , . 
7. Form the set ,...},,...,,{* 2,221,222,111,11 RRRRRRRRS ••••= , which is a canonical 

set of executions of F  from 0s . 
 
 

Note that it can be applied repeatedly to divide sub-models into even smaller sub-
models so that the task of finding the canonical set of executions for the entire model 
becomes divided into simpler and simpler tasks. We now prove that each step of the 
algorithm is possible and correct in its assertions. 
 
 
Theorem 3.5.3. Corresponding to (7), ,...},,...,,{* 2,221,222,111,11 RRRRRRRRS ••••=  is 
a canonical set of executions of F  from 0s . 
 
Proof: 

Let ...110, sasRR jii =•  be an element of *S . First we show that jii RR ,•  is a legal 
execution of F . Note that iR  and jiR ,  are execution fragments of F  and by construction, 

il
s  is the last state of iR  and the first state of jiR , . This shows that jii RR ,•  is a legal 
concatenation of two execution fragments of F , which is itself an execution fragment of 
F  by lemma 2.2.1. This implies that for all actions ka  in jii RR ,• , ka  must be enabled 
in 1−ks  and the result of executing ka  in 1−ks  is ks .  

Suppose that jiR ,  is finite, so that njii ssasRR ...110, =•  is finite. We need to show that 
there are no actions of F  enabled in the end state. For an action a  belonging to an EPC 
M  of 1V , we know that a  is disabled in 

ilis ,  since iP  is an execution of +
1F , which 

implies that a  is disabled in 
il

s  since the internal state of M  and the state of M ’s in-
channels are identical in 

il
s  and 

ilis ,  by definition 2.2.3 and lemma 2.2.6. Also, since all 
actions in jii RR ,•  after 

il
s  belong to EPCs of 2V , none of which can add or remove 

events from M ’s in-channels by assumption or change the internal state of M  by 
definition of Flow models, a  must remain disabled until ns  by corollary 3.2.12. This 
shows no actions belonging to EPCs of 1V  are enabled in ns . For an action a  belonging 
to an EPC 'M  of 2V , we know that a  is disabled in njis ,,  since jiP ,  is an execution of 2F , 
which implies that a  is disabled in ns  by lemma 2.2.5 since the projection of ns  onto 2F  
equals njis ,, . This shows no action of F  is enabled in ns , which shows that jii RR ,•  is an 
execution of F  if it is finite.  

Suppose that jiR ,  is infinite, so that ...110, sasRR jii =•  is infinite, we need to show 
that this execution is fair. First, no action a  belonging to an EPC M  of 1V  is enabled in 
any state after 

il
s  for the same reason as above. Suppose there is an action a  belonging 
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to an EPC 'M  of 2V  that is enabled in ..., 1+kk ss  and is none of the actions ..., 1+kk aa . 
Without loss of generality, we assume ilk ≥ . Since the projections of ms  onto 2F  equals 

mjis ,,  for ilm ≥ , a  is enabled in ..., 1,,,, +kjikji ss  of jiP ,  by lemma 2.2.5 and is not one of 
the actions ..., 1+kk aa . But then this contradicts the fact that jiP ,  is an execution of 2F . 
This shows that jii RR ,•  must be fair. In all cases, jii RR ,•  is an execution of F . 

Next we must show that all executions of F  are equivalent by independence  to some 
execution jii RR ,•  in S . Let '...''' 110 sasX =  be an execution of F . Note '0s  is the same 
as 0s . First we show 'X  can contain only a finite number of actions belonging to EPCs 
of 1V . Suppose it doesn’t. Let m  be the length of the longest execution of 1F . Lemma 
3.4.1 says that there is an execution equivalent by independence to 'X  such that the first 

1+m  actions belong to EPCs of 1V . Lemma 3.4.2 says that this implies there exists a 
prefix of length 1+m  of an execution of 1F , which is a contradiction since the longest 
execution of 1F  is length m . This shows that 'X  contains a finite number of actions 
belonging to EPCs of 1V . Let n  be the number of actions belonging to EPCs of 1V  in 'X . 

Lemma 3.4.1 then says that 'X  is equivalent by independence to an execution 
'...''''''...''''''' 11110 ++= nnn sassasX  such that ''ka  belongs to an EPC of 1V  for nk ≤≤1  

and ''ka  belongs to an EPC of 2V  for 1+≥ nk . Note ''0s  is the same as '0s , which is the 
same as 0s . Lemma 3.4.2 then says that the projection '''...''''''' ,11,110,11 nssasX =  of ''X  
onto 1V  is an execution of 1F  and the projection '...''''''' 1,21,22 ++= nnn sasX  of  ''X  onto 

2V  is an execution of 2F . Note that '',1 ks  is the projection of ''ks  onto 1V  and '',2 ks  is the 
projection of ''ks  onto 2V . 

Since ''1X  is an execution of 1F  which is a sub-model of +
1F , by lemma 2.2.6, there 

is a reverse projection ++++ = ''...'''''''' ,11,110,11 nssasX  of ''1X  onto +
1F  from +''0,1s , which 

has the same state for all the EPCs of 1V  and their in-channels and empty states of all in-
channels of the event recorders. Also, no actions of +

1F  are enabled in '',1 ns  since all 

actions of +
1F  are also actions of 1F  and this would mean by lemma 2.2.5 that an action 

of 1F  is enabled in ns ,1 , contradicting the fact that ''1X  is an execution of 1F . So +''1X  is 

an execution of +
1F . Note that this implies ''X  has the properties that its thk  action is the 

same as the thk  action of +''1X  for nk ≤≤1 , and the projection of the thk  state of ''X   
onto 1F  is equal to the projection of the thk  state of +''1X  onto 1F  for nk ≤≤0 . Also, 
the thk  action of ''X  is the same as ''ka  of ''2X  for 1+≥ nk , and the projection of the 

thk  state of ''X  onto 2F  is equal to '',2 ks  for nk ≥ . 

Since +''1X  is an execution of +
1F , it is equivalent by independence to an SPi ∈ . 

This means there is a finite sequence of executions, )('')...2(''),1('' 111 pXXX +++ , such 
that ++ = '')1('' 11 XX , iPpX =+ )(''1 , and each is derived by independence from the 
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previous. Let ''ka  and ''1+ka  be the two actions switched around from )1(''1
+X  to 

)2(''1
+X . Let kM  and 1+kM  be the EPCs of 1V  to which ''ka  and ''1+ka  belong 

respectively. We show that these two actions are also independent in ''X  so that there is 
an execution )2(''X  equivalent by independence with ''X  that have the two actions 
switched around. We know ''ka  and ''1+ka  are independent in )1(''1

+X . That means 
''1+ka  is enabled in +

− ''1,1 ks . That means ''1+ka  is enabled in ''1,1 −ks  by lemma 2.2.5. That 

means ''1+ka  is enabled in ''1−ks  by lemma 2.2.5. Let *'',1
+

ks  and '*'ks  be the states 

resulting from executing ''1+ka  in +
− ''1,1 ks  and ''1−ks  respectively. ''1+ka  executed in 

+
− ''1,1 ks  must result in the same state for kM  and all its in-channels as ''1+ka  executed in 

''1,1 −ks  by lemma 2.2.5, which must be the same as the state for kM  and all its in-
channels in the state resulting from executing ''1+ka  in ''1−ks  by lemma 2.2.5. Since ''ka  
is enabled in *'',1

+
ks , it must then be enabled in '*'ks  since the state of kM  and all its in-

channels have the same state in *'',1
+

ks  and '*'ks . Now consider '*'1+ks , the result of 

executing ''1+ka  followed by ''ka  in ''1−ks . Let *''1,1
+

+ks  represent the state resulting 

from executing ''1+ka  followed by ''ka  in +
− ''1,1 ks , which we know is equal to +

+ ''1,1 ks  

since ''ka  and ''1+ka  are independent in )1(''1
+X . Let '*'1,1 +ks  represent the state 

resulting from executing ''1+ka  followed by ''ka  in ''1,1 −ks , which is the projection of 

both *''1,1
+

+ks  and '*'1+ks  onto 1F  by lemma 2.2.5. Also note that ''1,1 +ks  is the projection 

of both +
+ ''1,1 ks  and ''1+ks  onto 1F  by lemma 2.2.5. We need to show that '*'1+ks  is the 

same as ''1+ks . Consider the internal state of an EPC of 1V  or one of its in-channels. Its 
state in *''1,1

+
+ks  is the same as its state in '*'1,1 +ks , and its state in '*'1,1 +ks  is the same as 

its state in '*'1+ks  by lemma 2.2.5. But its state in *''1,1
+

+ks  is the same as its state in 
+

+ ''1,1 ks  since ''ka  and ''1+ka  are independent in )1(''1
+X , and its state in +

+ ''1,1 ks  is the 
same as its state in ''1,1 +ks , and its state in ''1,1 +ks  is the same as its state in ''1+ks  by 
lemma 2.2.5. So its state is the same in ''1+ks  and '*'1+ks . Now consider an EPC of 2V  or 
one of its in-channels not connected to an out-channel belonging to an EPC of 1V . By 
definition of Flow models, their states are not affected by ''ka  or ''1+ka , so their states in 

'*'1+ks  is the same as their states in ''1−ks  which is the same as their states in ''1+ks . Lastly, 
consider an in-channel C  belonging to an EPC of 2V  connected to one or more out-
channels belonging to kM  and/or 1+kM . There is an event recorder’s in-channel 
connected to the same out-channels of kM  and/or 1+kM  in +

1F . Suppose C ’s state in 
''1−ks  is qeee ...21 , then its state in ''1+ks  is rqqq eeeee ++ ...... 121  where 0, ≥rq . This implies 

executing  ''ka  followed by ''1+ka  in ''1−ks  adds rqq ee ++ ...1  to C . This implies executing 

''ka  followed by ''1+ka  in +
− ''1,1 ks  adds rqq ee ++ ...1  to the corresponding recorder’s in-
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channel by lemma 2.1.31 since the control state of ''ka  is the same in ''1−ks  and +
− ''1,1 ks , 

and the control state of ''1+ka  is the same in ''ks  and +'',1 ks . This implies if the state of 

the event recorder’s in-channel is ''...' 21 teee  in +
− ''1,1 ks , then its state in +

+ ''1,1 ks  is 

rqqt eeeee ++ ...''...' 121 . But this is its state in *''1,1
+

+ks , which implies executing ''1+ka  

followed by ''ka  in +
− ''1,1 ks  adds rqq ee ++ ...1  to the event recorder’s in-channel. Since the 

control state of ''1+ka  is the same in ''1−ks  and +
− ''1,1 ks , and the control state of ''ka  is the 

same in '*'ks  and *'',1
+

ks , lemma 2.1.31 implies executing ''1+ka  followed by ''ka  in 
''1,1 −ks  adds rqq ee ++ ...1  to C . This implies the state of C  in '*'1+ks  is rqqq eeeee ++ ...... 121 , 

which is identical to its state in ''1+ks . This shows that ''1+ks  and '*'1+ks  are identical, 
which shows that ''ka  and ''1+ka  are independent in ''X . Note that in a new execution of 
F  derived by independence from ''X  by switching ''ka  and ''1+ka  around, ''1+ks  is not 
changed by definition of independence, so that any sequence of such derivations will not 
change ''ns  in the derived execution. 

This shows that ''X  is equivalent by independence to another execution )2(''X  of F  
such that its thk  action is the same as the thk  action of )2(''1

+X  for nk ≤≤1 , and the 
projection of its thk  state onto 1F  is equal to the projection of the thk  state of )2(''1

+X  
onto 1F  for nk ≤≤0 , and its thk  action is the same as ''ka  of ''2X  for 1+≥ nk , and 
the projection of its thk  state onto 2F  is equal to '',2 ks  for nk ≥ . By repeated application 

of this reasoning, we can find )3(''X  from )3(''1
+X  and so on until we have 

'...''''''...''''''''''' 11110 ++= nnn sassasX , which is equivalent by independence to ''X  and 
thus 'X , and has the properties that its thk  action is the same as the thk  action of iP  for 

nk ≤≤1 , and the projection of its thk  state onto 1F  is equal to the projection of the thk  
state of iP  onto 1F  for nk ≤≤0 , and its thk  action is the same as ''ka  of ''2X  for 

1+≥ nk , and the projection of its thk  state onto 2F  is equal to '',2 ks  for nk ≥ . 
Now consider ''2X . Since it is an execution of 2F , and its starting state is the 

projection of ''ns  onto 2F , which from '''X  we see is the last state of the reverse 
projection onto F  from 0s  of the projection of iP , it is equivalent by independence to an 

iji SP ∈, . This means there is a finite sequence of executions, )('')...2(''),1('' 222 pXXX , 
such that '')1('' 22 XX = , jiPpX ,2 )('' = , and each is derived by independence from the 
previous. Let ''ka  and ''1+ka  be the two actions switched around from )1(''2X  to 

)2(''2X , 1+≥ nk . Let kM  and 1+kM  be the EPCs of 1V  to which ''ka  and ''1+ka  belong 
respectively. We show that these two actions are also independent in '''X  so that there is 
an execution )2('''X  equivalent by independence with '''X  that have the two actions 
switched around. We know ''ka  and ''1+ka  are independent in )1(''2X . That means ''1+ka  
is enabled in ''1,2 −ks . By lemma 2.2.5, this implies it is enabled in ''1−ks . Let '*',2 ks  and 
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'*'ks  be the states resulting from executing ''1+ka  in ''1,2 −ks  and ''1−ks  respectively. The 
states of all EPCs of 2V  and their in-channels must be the same in '*',2 ks  and '*'ks  by 
lemma 2.2.5. Since ''ka  is enabled in '*',2 ks , it must then be enabled in '*'ks  since the 
state of the EPC kM  of 1V  to which it belongs and all its in-channels have the same state 
in '*',2 ks  and '*'ks . Now consider '*'1+ks , the result of executing ''1+ka  followed by ''ka  
in ''1−ks . Let '*'1,2 +ks  represent the state resulting from executing ''1+ka  followed by ''ka  
in ''1,2 −ks , which we know is equal to ''1,2 +ks  and is the projection of '*'1+ks  onto 2F  by 
lemma 2.2.5. Also note that ''1,2 +ks  is the projection of ''2+ks  onto 2F . We need to show 
that ''1+ks  and '*'1+ks  are identical. Consider the internal state of an EPC of 2V  or one of 
its in-channels. By lemma 2.2.5, its state in '*'1+ks  is the same as its state in '*'1,2 +ks , and 
its state in '*'1,2 +ks  is the same as its state in ''1,2 +ks , and its state in ''1,2 +ks  is the same as 
its state in ''1+ks  by lemma 2.2.5. This shows its state is the same in ''1+ks  and '*'1+ks . 
Consider an EPC of 1V  or one of its in-channels. By the definition of the unidirectional 
cut and Flow models, their states are not affected by ''ka  or ''1+ka , so their states in 

'*'1+ks  are the same as their states in ''1−ks , and their states in ''1−ks  are the same as their 
states in ''1+ks . This shows that ''1+ks  and '*'1+ks  are identical, which shows that ''ka  and 

''1+ka  are independent in '''X .  
This shows that '''X  is equivalent by independence to another execution )2('''X  of 

F  such that its thk  action is the same as the thk  action of iP  for nk ≤≤1 , and the 
projection of its thk  state onto 1F  is equal to the projection of the thk  state of iP  onto 1F  
for nk ≤≤0 , and its thk  action is the same as the thnk )( −  action of )2(''2X  for 

1+≥ nk , and the projection of its thk  state onto 2F  is equal to the thnk )( −  state of 
)2(''2X  for nk ≥ . By repeated application of this reasoning, we can find )3('''X  from 
)3(''2X  and so on until we have ''''X , which is equivalent by independence to '''X ,  

''X  and 'X , and has the properties that its thk  action is the same as the thk  action of iP  
for nk ≤≤1 , and the projection of its thk  state onto 1F  is equal to the projection of the 

thk  state of iP  onto 1F  for nk ≤≤0 , and its thk  action is the same as the thnk )( −  action 
of jiP ,  for 1+≥ nk , and the projection of its thk  state onto 2F  is equal to the thnk )( −  
state of jiP ,  for nk ≥ . But then, this means that ''''X  is the same as jii RR ,•  and so 'X  
is equivalent by independence to an element of *S . 

Lastly, we need to show that no two different executions in *S  are equivalent by 
independence to each other. Suppose there are two elements of *S , jii RR ,•  and 

'' , jii RR • , that are equivalent by independence to each other. Then there is a finite 
sequence of executions mXXX ,...,, 21  each derived by independence from the previous 
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such that the first equals jii RR ,•  and the last equals '' , jii RR • . First we show that iR  
must be identical to 'iR .  

Suppose that there exists at least one derivation by independence in the sequence 
which switches the order of two operations both belonging to EPCs of 1V . If not, then we 
already have that iR  is identical to 'iR . So there is an execution dX  in the mXXX ,...,, 21  
such that the next derivation by independence switches two actions belonging to EPCs of 

1V . Let the two actions switched be ka  and 1+ka  belonging to kM  and 1+kM , possibly 
the same EPC, of 1V . Let 1−ks  and ks  be the states in which ka  and 1+ka  execute and 1+ks  
the result of their execution in jii RR ,• . Let '1−ks  and 'ks  be the states in which ka  and 

1+ka  execute and '1+ks  the result of their execution in execution dX . We want to show 
that the independence of ka  and 1+ka  in dX  implies their independence in jii RR ,• . 

First, we show that the internal state of all EPCs of 1V  and the state of their in-
channels, in particular the control state of any action belonging to an EPC of 1V , is the 
same in the state in which an action belonging to an EPC of 1V  executes in jii RR ,•  and 
the corresponding state in which it executes in dX . We show this by induction on the 
sequence of executions dXXX ,...,, 21 , the sequence of executions leading up to dX  each 
derived by independence from the previous. This is trivially true in 1X  since it is 
identical to jii RR ,• . Suppose it is true in pX  where pX  occurs in the sequence before 

dX . The next derivation by independence must involve an action belonging to an EPC of 

2V  since the derivation after dX  is assumed to be the first that involves switching two 
actions both belonging to EPCs of 1V . First, note that the state in which an action 
executes for any action before or after the two switched actions in 1+pX  is not changed 
from the state in which it executes in pX  by definition of derivation by independence, so 
the internal state of any EPC of 1V  and the states of its in-channels are the same in the 
state in which an action belonging to an EPC of 1V  executes in 1+pX  and the 
corresponding state in which it executes in pX  if the action is before or after the two 
switched actions. If in the derivation from pX  to 1+pX , both actions belong to EPCs of 

2V , then this already shows that internal state of any EPC of 1V  and the states of its in-
channels are the same in the state in which an action belonging to an EPC of 1V  executes 
in 1+pX  and the corresponding state in which it executes in pX , which is the same as 
their states in the corresponding state in which the action executes in jii RR ,•  by 
induction. If in the derivation from pX  to 1+pX , the first action belongs to an EPC of 1V  
and the second belongs to an EPC of 2V  in pX , executing the second action first in 1+pX  
has no effect on any of the EPCs of 1V  or their in-channels since it belongs to an EPC of 

2V  and by definition of unidirectional cuts. So the internal state of all EPCs of 1V  and the 
state of their in-channels are the same in the state in which the switched action belonging 
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to an EPC of 1V  executes in pX  and the corresponding state in which it executes 1+pX . If 
in the derivation from pX  to 1+pX , the first action belongs to an EPC of 2V  and the 
second belongs to an EPC of 1V  in pX , since the action that belongs to an EPC of 2V  has 
no effect on any of the EPCs of 1V  or their in-channels by definition of unidirectional 
cuts, the internal states of all EPCs of 1V  and the state of their in-channels in the state in 
which the switched action belonging to an EPC of 1V  executes in pX  is the same as their 
states in the state in which the switched action belonging to an EPC of 2V  executes in 

pX . But this is the state in which the switched action belonging to an EPC of 1V  
executes in 1+pX . So in all cases, the internal states of all EPCs of 1V  and the state of 
their in-channels in the state in which the an action belonging to an EPC of 1V  executes 
in pX  is the same as their states in the corresponding state when the action executes in 

pX . This shows that the property holds in dX  by induction.  
The above implies the internal states of kM , 1+kM  and the states of their in-channels 

must be identical in 1−ks  and '1−ks . Since ka  and 1+ka  are both enabled in '1−ks , they must 
both be enabled in 1−ks  since the states they are predicated on are identical in 1−ks  and 

'1−ks . Since the control state of 1+ka  is the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , and all EPCs of 1V  and 
the state of their in-channels are the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , by lemma 2.1.31 all EPCs of 

1V  and the state of their in-channels must also be the same in *ks  and *'ks , the states 
resulting from executing 1+ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks  respectively. Specifically, kM  and its in-
channels must have the same states in *ks  and *'ks . Since ka is enabled in *'ks , it must 
be enabled in *ks  since the states it is predicated on are identical in *ks  and *'ks . Let 

*1+ks  and *'1+ks  be the states resulting from executing 1+ka  followed by ka  in 1−ks  and 
'1−ks  respectively. Note that *'1+ks  is identical to '1+ks  since ka  and 1+ka  are assumed to 

be independent in dX . Also note that the internal states of all EPCs of 1V  and the states 
of their in-channels are the same in '1+ks  and 1+ks  by lemma 2.1.31 since they are the 
same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , so that ka  has the same control state when executed in 1−ks  and 

'1−ks  which results in the same states for them in ks  and 'ks , and since 1+ka  then has the 
same control state when executed in ks  and 'ks . We need to show that *1+ks  is identical 
to 1+ks . This is true for the internal state of any EPC different from kM , 1+kM , and any 
of its in-channels not connected to kM  and 1+kM  since neither ka  nor 1+ka  changes their 
state by definition of Flow models.  This is also true for any EPC of 1V  and their in-
channels since we have already shown that their states are identical in *ks  and *'ks , 
which means the control state of ka  is the same in *ks  and *'ks , so their states must also 
be the same in *1+ks  and *'1+ks  by lemma 2.1.31. But their states in *'1+ks  are identical 
to their states in '1+ks , which is identical to their states in 1+ks . This leaves only any in-
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channel C  belonging to an EPC of 2V  and connected to in-channels of kM  and/or 1+kM  
to be considered. Suppose the state of C  is reee ...21  in '1−ks  and trrr eeeee ++ ...... 121  in 

*'1+ks  where 0, ≥tr . This means 1+ka  executed in '1−ks  followed by ka  executed in *'ks  
adds trr ee ++ ...1  to C . This also means ka  executed in '1−ks  followed by 1+ka  executed in 

'ks  adds trr ee ++ ...1  to C  since the two actions are independent in dX  so the state of C   
must also be trrr eeeee ++ ...... 121  in '1+ks . Suppose the state of C  is ''...' 21 ueee  in 1−ks . 1+ka  
executed in 1−ks  followed by ka  executed in *ks  must also add trr ee ++ ...1  to C  by 
lemma 2.1.31 since the control state of 1+ka  is the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , and the control 
state of ka  is the same in *ks  and *'ks . So the state of C  in *1+ks  must be 

trru eeeee ++ ...''...' 121 . ka  executed in 1−ks  followed by 1+ka  executed in ks  must also add 

trr ee ++ ...1  to C  by lemma 2.1.31 since the control state of ka  is the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , 
and the control state of 1+ka  is the same in ks  and 'ks . So the state of C  in 1+ks  must be 

trru eeeee ++ ...''...' 121 , the same as its state in *1+ks . This shows *1+ks  must be identical to 

1+ks , which shows that ka  and 1+ka  are independent in jii RR ,• . So there is an execution 
that is derived by independence from jii RR ,•  that has ka  and 1+ka  switched.  

From the above, we also know that this execution derived from jii RR ,•  has the 
property that the internal state of all EPCs of 1V  and the state of their in-channels in any 
state in which an action belonging to an EPC of 1V  executes is the same as their states in 
the corresponding state when the action executes in 1+dX . This allows us to apply the 
same reasoning as above to show that the next time in the sequence dXXX ,...,, 21  that 
two actions both belonging to EPCs of 1V  are switched around, the same two actions can 
in the derived execution. By repeated application of this reasoning, we see that there is a 
sequence of executions, each having all actions belonging to EPCs of 1V  precede all 
actions belonging to EPCs of 2V , each derived by independence from the previous by 
switching actions only belonging to EPCs of 1V , with the first equaling jii RR ,•  and the 
last equaling '' , jii RR • . Let ',...,',' 21 gXXX  be the sequence. 

 Consider iP  and 'iP , the executions of +
1F  and members of S  that when projected 

onto 1F  and then reverse projected onto F  from 0s , equals iR  and 'iR  respectively. We 
show that the above implies iP  must be equivalent by independence to 'iP . Suppose two 
actions ka  and 1+ka  both belonging to EPCs kM  and 1+kM , possibly the same EPC, of 

1V  are independent in jii RR ,• . By the definition 2.2.3 and lemma 2.2.6, they are 
consecutive actions in iP . We first show that they must be independent in iP . The proof 
is very similar to the proof that two actions belonging to EPCs of 1V  are independent in 

jii RR ,•  if they are independent in dX . Let 1−ks  and ks  be the states in which ka  and 

1+ka  executes respectively and 1+ks  the result of their execution in jii RR ,• . Let '1−ks  and 
'ks  be the states in which ka  and 1+ka  executes respectively and '1+ks  the result of their 
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execution in execution iP . Note that the internal states of all EPCs of 1V  and the states of 
their in-channels in 1−ks  and '1−ks  are identical by definition 2.2.3 and lemma 2.2.6. 
Specifically, 1+kM  and its in-channels must have the same states in 1−ks  and '1−ks . Since 

1+ka  is enabled in 1−ks , it must be enabled in '1−ks  since the states it is predicated on are 
identical in 1−ks  and '1−ks . Also, since the control state of 1+ka  is the same in 1−ks  and 

'1−ks , and all EPCs of 1V  and the state of their in-channels are the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , 
by lemma 2.1.31 all EPCs of 1V  and the state of their in-channels must also be the same 
in *ks  and *'ks , the states resulting from executing 1+ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks  respectively. 
Specifically, kM  and its in-channels must have the same states in *ks  and *'ks . Since 

ka  is enabled in *ks , it must be enabled in *'ks  since the states it is predicated on are 
identical in *ks  and *'ks . Let *1+ks  and *'1+ks  be the states resulting from executing 

1+ka  followed by ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks  respectively. Note that *1+ks  is identical to 1+ks  
since ka  and 1+ka  are independent in jii RR ,• . Also note that the internal states of all 
EPCs of 1V  and the states of their in-channels are the same in 1+ks  and '1+ks  since they 
are the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , which means ka  has the same control state in 1−ks  and 

'1−ks , which shows by lemma 2.1.31 that they have the same state in ks  and 'ks , which 
means 1+ka  has the same control state in ks  and 'ks , which shows by lemma 2.1.31 that 
they have the same states in 1+ks  and '1+ks . We need to show that *'1+ks  is identical to 

'1+ks . This is true for any EPC of 1V  and their in-channels since we have already shown 
that their states are identical in *ks  and *'ks , and since the control state of ka  is the 
same in *ks  and *'ks , their states must also be the same in *1+ks  and *'1+ks . But their 
states in *1+ks  are identical to their states in 1+ks , which are identical to their states in 

'1+ks . This shows their states are identical in *'1+ks  and '1+ks . This leaves only an in-
channel 'C  belonging to an event recorder. By definition of event recorders, there is an 
in-channel C  in F  belonging to an EPC of 2V  connected to the exact same out-channels 
as 'C . Suppose the state of C  is reee ...21  in 1−ks  and trrr eeeee ++ ...... 121  in *1+ks  where 

0, ≥tr . This means 1+ka  executed in 1−ks  followed by ka  executed in *ks  adds 

trr ee ++ ...1  to C . This also means ka  executed in 1−ks  followed by 1+ka  executed in ks  
adds trr ee ++ ...1  to C  since the two actions are independent in jii RR ,•  and C ’s state in 

1+ks  is trrr eeeee ++ ...... 121 . Suppose the state of 'C  is ''...' 21 ueee  in '1−ks . 1+ka  executed in 
'1−ks  followed by ka  executed in *'ks  must also add trr ee ++ ...1  to 'C  by lemma 2.1.31 

since the control state of 1+ka  is the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , and the control state of ka  is 
the same in *ks  and *'ks . So the state of 'C  in *'1+ks  must be trru eeeee ++ ...''...' 121 . ka  
executed in '1−ks  followed by 1+ka  executed in 'ks  must also add trr ee ++ ...1  to C  by 
lemma 2.1.31 since the control state of ka  is the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , and the control 
state of 1+ka  is the same in ks  and 'ks . So the state of 'C  in '1+ks  must be 
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trru eeeee ++ ...''...' 121 , the same as its state in *'1+ks . This shows *'1+ks  must be identical to 
'1+ks , which shows that ka  and 1+ka  are independent in iP . So there is an execution that 

is derived by independence from iP  that has ka  and 1+ka  switched. Furthermore, the 
above shows that this derived execution, when projected onto 1F  and then reverse 
projected onto F  from 0s , equals the prefix of '2X  containing all the actions belonging 
to EPCs of 1V . This means we can apply the same reasoning above to show that one can 
derive by independence another execution from this execution that has the same property 
in relation to '3X . By repeated application of this reasoning, we see that iP  must be 
equivalent by independence to 'iP , which implies they must be identical since they 
belong to the same canonical set. This implies that iR  and 'iR  must be identical. 

Note that since iR  and 'iR  are identical, iP  and 'iP  are identical, and so jiP ,  and ', jiP , 
the executions of 2F  from which jiR ,  and ', jiR  are reverse projected, must be in the 
same canonical set of 2F  from the projection onto 2F  of the end state of iR .  

Again, let mXXX ,...,, 21  be the sequence of executions each derived by independence 
from the previous such that the first equals jii RR ,•  and the last equals '' , jii RR • . We 
show that jiR ,  must be identical to ', jiR . Note that there exists at least one derivation by 
independence in the sequence which switches the order of two operations both belonging 
to EPCs of 2V . If not, then we already have that jiR ,  is identical to ', jiR . So there is an 
execution dX  in the sequence of executions each derived by independence from the 
previous such that the next derivation by independence switches two actions belonging to 
EPCs of 2V . We want to show that if two consecutive actions both belonging to EPCs of 

2V  are independent in dX , then they are independent in jii RR ,• . 
We first show that for an execution of an action a  belonging to an EPC M  of 2V , in 

the state in which it executes in dX  and in the state in which it executes in jii RR ,• , its 
control state must be the same. We show this by induction on dXXX ,...,, 21 , the 
sequence of executions leading up to dX  each derived by independence from the 
previous. This is trivially true in 1X  since it is identical to jii RR ,• . Suppose it is true in 

pX  where pX  occurs in the sequence before dX . The next derivation by independence 
must involve an action belonging to an EPC of 1V  since the derivation after dX  is 
assumed to be the first that involves switching two actions both belonging to EPCs of 2V . 
First, note that the state in which an action executes for any action before or after the two 
switched actions in 1+pX  is not changed from the state in which they execute in pX  by 
definition of derivation by independence. If in the derivation from pX  to 1+pX , both 
actions belong to EPCs of 1V , then this already shows that the control state of any action 
a  belonging to an EPC M  of 2V  when it executes in 1+pX  and pX  are the same. If in 
the derivation from pX  to 1+pX , the first action ka  belongs to an EPC M  of 2V  and the 
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second action 1+ka  belongs to an EPC 'M  of 1V  in pX , and 1−ks  is the state in which ka  
executes in pX  and 1+ka  executes in 1+pX , since 1+ka  can only add events to the in-
channels of M  and ka  is already enabled in 1−ks , executing 1+ka  in 1−ks  cannot change 
the control state of ka  by definition of Flow models. So the control state of ka  is the 
same in the states in which it executes 1+pX  and pX . If in the derivation from pX  to 

1+pX , the first action ka  belongs to an EPC M  of 1V  and the second action 1+ka  belongs 
to an EPC 'M  of 2V  in pX , and 1−ks  is the state in which ka  executes in pX  and 1+ka  
executes in 1+pX , and ks  is the state resulting from executing ka  in 1−ks , since the 
actions are independent then 1+ka  must be enabled in 1−ks , which implies its control state 
in 1−ks  and ks  must be the same since ka  can only add events to 'M ’s in-channels, 
which implies its control state in the state in which it executes is the same in 1+pX  and 

pX . In all cases, the control state of any action a  belonging to an EPC M  of 2V  in the 
state in which it executes in 1+pX  and  pX  are the same. This shows that the control state 
of any action a  belonging to an EPC M  of 2V  in the state in which it executes in dX  
and jii RR ,•  are the same by induction.  

Let the two actions that are to be switched in dX  be ka  and 1+ka  belonging to kM  
and 1+kM , possibly the same EPC, of 2V . Let 1−ks  and ks  be the states in which ka  and 

1+ka  execute respectively and 1+ks  the result of their execution in jii RR ,• . Let '1−ks  and 
'ks  be the states in which ka  and 1+ka  execute respectively and '1+ks  the result of their 

execution in dX . We want to show that the independence of ka  and 1+ka  in dX  implies 
their independence in jii RR ,• . First we show that the independence of ka  and 1+ka  in 

dX  implies 1+ka  is enabled in 1−ks . Suppose 1+ka  is not enabled in 1−ks . First consider the 
case that one of the in-channels C  of 1+kM  on which 1+ka  is predicated is empty in 1−ks . 
We show that this implies it must be empty in '1−ks , which is a contradiction since 1+ka  is 
enabled in '1−ks . Since 1+ka  is enabled in ks  but C  is empty in 1−ks , it must be the case 
that ka  executed in 1−ks  adds an event to C . This means that no actions belonging to 
EPCs of 1V  can add events to C  since by assumption, no in-channel belonging to an EPC 
of 2V  can be connected both to an out-channel belonging to an EPC of 1V  and an out-
channel belonging to an EPC of 2V . Also, the actions that belong to EPCs of 2V  that 
precede ka  in dX  are the exactly same as those that precede ka  in jii RR ,•  since no two 
such actions has been switched by assumption. Furthermore each such action adds and 
removes the same number of events from C  by lemma 2.1.31 since their control states 
are the same in the states in which they execute in jii RR ,•  and dX . Lastly, none of the 
actions belonging to EPCs of 1V  that precede ka  adds any events to C  in either jii RR ,•  
or dX  since their out-channels are not connected to C . This shows C  must have the 
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same number of events in 1−ks  and '1−ks , so it must be empty in '1−ks . This is a 
contradiction to the fact that 1+ka  is enabled in '1−ks . So, if 1+ka  is disabled in 1−ks , all the 
in-channels on which it is predicated must be non-empty. Note that this implies ka  
belongs to the same EPC since otherwise ka  cannot change 1+kM ’s internal state or the 
events that 1+ka  is predicated on, and 1+ka  must still be disabled in ks  which is a 
contradiction. But then, we know the internal state of 1+kM  is the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks  
since it is the same as the internal state of kM , which is the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks  since 
it is part of the control state of ka . Also, the event at the head of an in-channel predicated 
upon by 1+ka  but not ka  must be the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks  since it is the same in ks  and 

'ks , and the event was present at the head of the in-channel in 1−ks  and '1−ks  since ka  
executed in 1−ks  and '1−ks  could not have removed it. Lastly, the event at the head of an 
in-channel predicated upon both by 1+ka  and ka  must be identical in 1−ks  and '1−ks  since 
it is part of the control state of ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks . This shows that the control state of 

1+ka  must be the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , and so 1+ka  cannot be disabled in 1−ks  since it is 
enabled in '1−ks . This shows that if 1+ka  is enabled in '1−ks , it must be enabled in 1−ks . 
Also note that this shows 1+ka  has the same control state in 1−ks  and '1−ks . Let *ks  and 

*'ks  be the states resulting from executing 1+ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks  respectively.  
We next want to show that the control state of ka  in *ks  and *'ks  are the same. 

Suppose 1+ka  and ka  belong to different EPCs, then by the definition of Flow models 

1+ka  can only add events to the in-channels of kM . Since ka  is already enabled in 1−ks  
and '1−ks  with the same control state, executing 1+ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks  cannot change the 
control state of ka , and so the control state of ka  in *ks  and *'ks  are the same. Suppose 

1+ka  and ka  belong to the same EPC. Note that we showed above 1+ka  has the same 
control state in 1−ks  and '1−ks  in this case. The internal state of the EPC in *ks  and *'ks  
then must be the same since 1+ka  has the same control state in 1−ks  and '1−ks . The event at 
the head of an in-channel predicated upon by ka  but not 1+ka  are the same in 1−ks  and 

'1−ks  since they are part of the control state of ka , so they must be the same in *ks  and 
*'ks  since 1+ka  cannot remove events from these in-channels. Now consider an event at 

the head of an in-channel predicated upon by both ka  and 1+ka . By definition of Flow 
models, 1+ka  executed in 1−ks  and '1−ks  removes the first event from it, as does ka  
executed in 1−ks  and '1−ks . ka  executed in 1−ks  and '1−ks  either adds to the in-channel or 
does not. Suppose it doesn’t. Then there must be a second event in the channel in both 
states, since in both states 1+ka  predicated on the same channel is enabled after ka  
executes. Furthermore, the second event must be the same in both states since 1+ka  sees 
the same event in ks  and 'ks , and the event is part of its control state. This implies ka  
sees the same event on the in-channel in *ks  and *'ks . Suppose executing ka  in 1−ks  
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and '1−ks  does add one or more events to the in-channel. Since an EPC of 2V  adds events 
to the in-channel, no action belonging to EPCs of 1V  can add to the same in-channel by 
assumption. Note that we showed above that such an in-channel must have the same state 
in 1−ks  and '1−ks . Since the in-channel has the same state in 1−ks  and '1−ks , and the control 
state of 1+ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks  is the same, by lemma 2.1.31 the state of the in-channel and 
thus the event at the its head must be the same in *ks  and *'ks . This shows that the 
control state of ka  in *ks  and *'ks  are the same which means ka  is enabled in *ks  
since it is enabled in *'ks . 

Let *1+ks  and *'1+ks  be the states resulting from executing ka  in *ks  and *'ks  
respectively. To show that ka  and 1+ka  are independent in jii RR ,•  if they are 
independent in dX , we must show that *1+ks  is identical to 1+ks . Note that since ka  and 

1+ka  are independent in dX , *'1+ks  is identical to '1+ks  by the definition of independence. 
Consider the internal state of any EPC of 1V  or the state of their in-channels or the 
internal state of any EPC of 2V  that is not kM  or 1+kM , or the state of their in-channels 
which are not connected to out-channels of kM  or 1+kM . By definition of unidirectional 
cuts and Flow models, they are not affected by ka  or 1+ka . So their states in *1+ks  are the 
same as their states in 1−ks , which are the same as their states in 1+ks . The same is true for 
the internal state of any EPC that is not kM  or 1+kM  and any in-channels that do not 
belong to kM  or 1+kM  and are not connected to out-channels of kM  or 1+kM . The 
internal state of kM  and 1+kM  must be the same in *1+ks  and *'1+ks  since we showed 
they are the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , so executing 1+ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks  results in the same 
internal states for them in *ks  and *'ks  by lemma 2.1.31 since we showed the control 
states of 1+ka  are the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks , and executing ka  in *ks  and *'ks  results in 
the same internal states for them in *1+ks  and *'1+ks  by lemma 2.1.31 since we showed 
the control states of ka  are the same in *ks  and *'ks . But then their internal states in 

*'1+ks  are identical to their internal states in '1+ks , which are identical to their internal 
states in 1+ks . Note the latter identity is true by lemma 2.1.31 also, since their internal 
states are identical in 1−ks  and '1−ks , and the control state of ka  is the same in 1−ks  and 

'1−ks , and the control state of 1+ka  is the same in ks  and 'ks . Now consider an in-channel 
C  that belongs to kM  or 1+kM  and is connected to out-channels of kM  and/or  1+kM . If 
the in-channel is not predicated upon by ka  or 1+ka  , let reee ...21  be its state in '1−ks , then 
its state in '1+ks  and *'1+ks  is trrr eeeee ++ ...... 121 , where 0, ≥tr . This implies executing ka  
followed by 1+ka  and 1+ka  followed by ka  in '1−ks  both adds trr ee ++ ...1  to C . This 
implies executing ka  followed by 1+ka  in 1−ks  adds trr ee ++ ...1  to C  since we showed ka  
has the same control state when executed in '1−ks  and 1−ks , and 1+ka  has the same control 
state when executed in 'ks  and ks . Similarly, executing 1+ka  followed by ka  in 1−ks  adds 
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trr ee ++ ...1  to C  since we showed 1+ka  has the same control state when executed in '1−ks  
and 1−ks , and ka  has the same control state when executed in *'ks  and *ks . This implies 
the state of C  is the same in *1+ks  and 1+ks . Suppose C  is predicated upon by ka  but 
not 1+ka  or 1+ka  but not ka . Let reee ...21  be its state in '1−ks , with 1≥r  since both ka  and 

1+ka  must be enabled in '1−ks . Then its state in '1+ks  and *'1+ks  is trrr eeee ++ ...... 12 , where 
0≥t . This implies executing ka  followed by 1+ka  and 1+ka  followed by ka  in '1−ks  both 

removes the first event from C , which is guaranteed to exist in '1−ks , and adds trr ee ++ ...1  
to C . This implies executing ka  followed by 1+ka  in 1−ks  removes the first event from C  
which is guaranteed to exist in 1−ks  since 1+ka  is enabled in 1−ks  and adds trr ee ++ ...1  to C  
by lemma 2.1.31 since we showed ka  has the same control state when executed in '1−ks  
and 1−ks , and 1+ka  has the same control state when executed in 'ks  and ks . Similarly, 
executing 1+ka  followed by ka  in 1−ks  removes the first event from C  which is 
guaranteed to exist in 1−ks  and adds trr ee ++ ...1  to C  by lemma 2.1.31 since we showed 

1+ka  has the same control state when executed in '1−ks  and 1−ks , and ka  has the same 
control state when executed in *'ks  and *ks . This implies the state of C  is the same in 

*1+ks  and 1+ks . Suppose C  is predicated upon by both ka  and 1+ka . If it is not connected 
to the out-channels of kM  or  1+kM , then C  must have two events in 1−ks  since neither 

ka  nor 1+ka  adds events to it and each removes an event from it when executed in either 
order. The state of C  in either 1+ks  and *1+ks  is then its state in 1−ks  with two events 
from its head removed, so it has the same state in 1+ks  and *1+ks . If it is connected to 
out-channels of kM  or  1+kM , then it cannot be connected to out-channels belonging to 
EPCs of 1V . We showed that such an in-channel has the same state in 1−ks  as in '1−ks . 
Since C  has the same state in 1−ks  as in '1−ks , then it must have the same state in *'1+ks  
and *1+ks  by lemma 2.1.31 since 1+ka  has the same control state when executed in '1−ks  
and 1−ks , and ka  has the same control state when executed in *'ks  and *ks , and C  must 
have the same state in '1+ks  and 1+ks  by lemma 2.1.31 since ka  has the same control state 
when executed in '1−ks  and 1−ks , and 1+ka  has the same control state when executed in 

'ks  and ks . This shows C  has the same state in 1+ks  and *1+ks . This shows that 1+ks  and 
*1+ks  are the same, which implies that ka  and 1+ka  are independent in jii RR ,• . So there 

is an execution that is derived by independence from jii RR ,•  that has ka  and 1+ka  
switched.  

From the above, we also know that this execution derived from jii RR ,•  has the 
property that the control state of an action belonging to an EPC of 2V  in the state in 
which it executes is the same as its control state in the state in which it executes in 1+dX . 
Furthermore, the order in which actions belonging to EPCs of 2V  are executed is the 
same as in 1+dX . This allows us to reuse the reasoning above to show that any two actions 
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belonging to EPCs of 2V  that are independent in 1+dX  are also independent in the derived 
execution. By repeated application of this reasoning, we see that there is a sequence of 
executions, each having all actions belonging to EPCs of 1V  precede all actions 
belonging to EPCs of 2V , each derived by independence from the previous by switching 
actions only belonging to EPCs of 2V , with the first equaling jii RR ,•  and the last 
equaling '' , jii RR • . Let ',...,',' 21 gXXX  be the sequence. 

Consider jiP ,  and ', jiP , the executions of 2F  and elements of iS  that are the 
projections onto 2F  of jii RR ,•  and '' , jii RR • . We show that the above implies jiP ,  must 
be equivalent by independence to ', jiP . Suppose two actions ka  and 1+ka  belonging to 
EPCs kM  and 1+kM , possibly the same EPC, of 2V  are independent in jii RR ,• . By the 
definition 2.2.4, they are consecutive actions in jiP , . We show that they must be 
independent in jiP , . Let 1−ks  and ks  be the states in which ka  and 1+ka  executes 
respectively and 1+ks  the result of their execution in jii RR ,• . Let '1−ks  and 'ks  be the 
states in which ka  and 1+ka  executes respectively and '1+ks  the result of their execution in 
execution jiP , . Since jiP ,  is a projection of jii RR ,•  onto 2F , and ka  and 1+ka  belong to 
EPCs of 2F , the internal state of 1+kM  and the states of its in-channels must be the same 
in 1−ks  and '1−ks . Since 1+ka  is enabled in 1−ks , it must be enabled in '1−ks . Since the 
internal state of all EPCs of 2V  and the state of their in-channels are the same in 1−ks  and 

'1−ks  by definition 2.2.4, all EPCs of 2V  and the state of their in-channels must also be 
the same in *ks  and *'ks , the states resulting from executing 1+ka  in 1−ks  and '1−ks  
respectively by lemma 2.1.31, since the control state of 1+ka  is the same in 1−ks  and '1−ks . 
Since ka  is enabled in *ks , it must be enabled in *'ks . Also, its control state must be the 
same in *ks  and *'ks . Let *1+ks  and *'1+ks  be the states resulting from executing ka  in 

*ks  and *'ks  respectively. Since the internal state of all EPCs of 2V  and the state of their 
in-channels are the same in *ks  and *'ks , and the control state of ka  is the same in *ks  
and *'ks , the internal state of all EPCs of 2V  and the state of their in-channels are the 
same in *1+ks  and *'1+ks . But since the internal state of all EPCs of 2V  and the state of 
their in-channels are the same in *1+ks  and 1+ks  because they are independent in jii RR ,• , 
and the same in 1+ks  and '1+ks  because 1+ks  is a projection of '1+ks  onto 2F , it must be 
the case that the internal state of all EPCs of 2V  and the state of their in-channels are the 
same *'1+ks  and '1+ks . This shows ka  and 1+ka  are independent in jiP , . This also shows 
that an execution of 2F  can be derived by independence from jiP ,  such that it equals the 
projection of '2X  onto 2F . Since this execution is the projection of '2X  onto 2F , the 
above reasoning can be repeated to show that another execution of 2F  can be derived 
from it that is the projection of '3X  onto 3F . By repeated application of this reasoning, 
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we see that there is a sequence of executions of 2F , each derived by independence from 
the previous, such that the first equals jiP ,  and the last equals the projection of '' , jii RR •  
onto 2F , which is ', jiP . This shows jiP ,  and ', jiP  are equivalent by independence, which 
means they must be the same execution since we showed they are in the same canonical 
set. This implies that jiR ,  and ', jiR  must be identical. 

Since we showed that both iR  and 'iR  are identical and jiR ,  and ', jiR  are identical, 
this shows that if jii RR ,•  and '' , jii RR •  are equivalent by independence, they must be 
identical. This shows that S  is a canonical set of executions of F  from 0s . ■ 
 
 
3.6 Hoare Triples And Feasible Traces 
 

Our ultimate goal as previously stated is to be easily able to show that all the end 
states of a Flow model, given a set of possible start states as characterized by some 
boolean pre-condition, satisfy some other boolean post-condition. This is a general and 
common way to characterize the correctness of any program.  

In the previous sections however, we have focused on easy ways to find the end states 
of a Flow model given a specific start state. In this section, we show how this can be used 
to show that all possible end states of a Flow model, given a set of start states as 
described by some boolean pre-condition, satisfy some boolean post-condition. 

The best case is if, given a set of start states of a Flow model, there is an execution 
from each starting state whose trace is the same. If the model also has the property that all 
executions from a specific starting state are equivalent by independence, then we simply 
need to show that the common trace satisfies the post condition and this implies that all 
executions from the set of start states satisfy the post condition. We describe a way to do 
this using Hoare triples. [10] 
 
 
Definition 3.6.1. For a Flow model F , a finite trace naaa ...21  of F , a boolean function 
on the state of F  pref , and a boolean function on the state of F  postf , 

][...][ 21 postnpre faaaf  if and only for any state s  of F , if pref  evaluates to true on s  then 
there is an execution fragment of F  with trace naaa ...21  such that s  is its starting state 
and postf  evaluates to true on 's , its ending state.  
 
Lemma 3.6.2. For a Flow model F , a finite trace naaa ...21  of F  where 

]'[...][ 21 postnpre faaaf , and a finite trace mnnn aaa +++ ...21  of F  where 
][...]'[ 21 postmnnnpre faaaf +++ , if for any state s  of F , 'pref  evaluates to true on s  if 'postf  

evaluates to true on s , then ][......][ 121 postmnnnpre faaaaaf ++ .  
 
Proof: 
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For any state 0s  of F  satisfying pref , let nnn sassasas 122110 ... −  be the execution 
fragment such that ns  satisfies 'postf . Since ns  satisfies 'postf , it satisfies 'pref , so there is 
an execution fragment mnmnmnnnnnn sassasas ++−+++++ 12211 ...  such that mns +  satisfies postf . 
Then the execution fragment mnmnmnnnnnnnnn sassasassassasas ++−+++++− • 12211122110 ......  
has trace mnnn aaaaa ++ ...... 121  and the property that 0s  is its starting state and its ending 
state satisfies postf . ■ 

 
 
The above provides a means to show that from any state that satisfies a pre-condition, 

there is an execution with a specific trace, and that all executions with that trace from any 
starting state satisfying the pre-condition also satisfies the post-condition with its end 
state. Combined with equivalence by independence, this can be sufficient to show that all 
executions from start states that satisfy the pre-condition have end-states that satisfy the 
post-condition. 

 
 

Theorem 3.6.3. For a Flow model F , a boolean function on the state of F  pref , and a 
boolean function on the state of F  postf , if there exists a trace naaa ...21  of F  such that 

][...][ 21 postnpre faaaf , and all guards of all actions of F  evaluates to false on any state s  
of F  on which postf  evaluates to true, and all executions of F  from a specific start state 
are equivalent by independence, then postf  evaluates to true on the ending state of any 
execution of F  that has a starting state on which pref  evaluates to true.  
 
Proof: 

For any state 0s  of F  satisfying pref , let nnn sassasas 122110 ... −  be the execution 
fragment with trace naaa ...21  such that ns  satisfies postf . This is an execution since no 
actions are enabled in ns . All executions from start state 0s  must be equivalent by 
independence to this execution, and thus must have end state ns  by lemma 3.2.6. Thus 
the end state of all executions from start state 0s  has end states that satisfy postf . ■ 
 

 
The above is the best case in a type of strategy for proving the correctness of Flow 

models as characterized by pre-conditions and post-conditions.  
Given a particular starting state 0s , if we want to show that all executions with that 

starting state has an ending state that satisfies some post-condition, all we need to do is to 
show that the ending states of all executions in a canonical set from 0s  satisfies the post-
condition. Using the tools described above, we construct Flow models that minimizes the 
size of the canonical set, ideally so that there is just one execution in the set.  

Given a pre-condition on starting states, we do not have to consider any starting state 
in particular. Using Hoare triples, we can show that from any starting state that satisfies 
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the pre-condition, there exists an execution with a common trace, and regardless of the 
starting state, the ending states of executions with that trace from starting states satisfying 
the pre-condition satisfy the post-condition. Then we can use equivalence by 
independence to generalize this to all executions from those starting states to show that 
all executions from start states that satisfy the pre-condition have an end states that satisfy 
the post-condition.  

Essentially we have presented a way to prove that all executions of a Flow model 
from a set of start states have end states that satisfy some post-condition by showing only 
a few representative executions among them have end-states that satisfy the post-
condition. 
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4. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

We have described a formal model of computation called Flow whose goal is to allow 
users to describe concurrent systems easily and prove useful properties about the systems 
easily.  

We formally define our model as the asynchronous product of extended state 
automaton. Using the formal definition, we prove properties about Flow models which 
allow the user to easily reason about the models they build. We show that if the model 
satisfies certain easy to check properties, then all executions of the model are guaranteed 
to have the same end state that have the same start state. This allows the user to find the 
end state given a start state by simply looking at the end state of one possible execution 
and not all possible executions. If the model has multiple end states from a start state, we 
show a technique where, by dividing the larger model into smaller sub-models, we can 
find the smallest set of representative executions such that any execution from the same 
start state is guaranteed to have the same end state as one of the representative executions. 
We show that if the model satisfies certain easy to check properties, then all executions of 
the model are guaranteed to be finite. If the model does not satisfy these properties, we 
show a technique where, by dividing the larger model into smaller sub-models, all 
executions of the model can be shown to be finite by showing that the executions of sub-
models are finite. Lastly, we show how to use Hoare triples [10] to prove that all 
executions with the same trace from a group of possible starting states as characterized by 
some pre-condition all have end states that satisfy some post-condition. When combined 
with a model where all executions from the same start state has the same end state, this 
technique can be used to show all executions with start states that satisfy some pre-
condition have end states that satisfy some post-condition by looking at just one feasible 
trace. 

Flow models allow the user to specify all possible concurrent executions from some 
start state. The next step is, given an underlying architecture with multiple processors 
which may either share memory or must communicate over a network, and usage patterns 
which may change over time, to find the optimal execution of the Flow model on a real 
machine or network of machines. In other words, a Flow model specifies many possible 
executions that lead to the correct end result. Which execution maximizes efficiency, 
however, is a function of both the underlying architecture and usage patterns. The next 
step is to elucidate this function, which would allow Flow models to be compiled into 
real programs that take optimal advantage of the underlying architecture and adapt to 
usage patterns, so that programmers in the real world can begin using not only as a 
modeling tool, but as an actual programming language for concurrent systems. 
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